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1 Introduction
This user’s guide introduces Viz Template Wizard as a tool for auto-generating 
basic templates, but also for creating customized graphics templates using a rich 
set of components combined with advanced client-side scripting logic.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• About the Guide
• Words and Expressions
• Contact Vizrt

1.1 About the Guide
The most efficient way to learn our systems, is to go through our system adaptive 
documentation. This guide is designed to fit people with no or little experience in 
using Viz Template Wizard. The purpose of this document is to help new Viz 
Template Wizard users become familiar with the system; to illustrate the main 
workflow, and to show the available options. For the advanced user there is a rich 
set of examples on how to use the built-in components combined with script 
snippets. In addition this guide provides information on how to do basic 
standalone and transition logic based scene design using control plug-ins. 

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Document Structure
• Related Documents
• Conventions

1.1.1 Document Structure
The Introduction and Viz Template Wizard sections introduce the manual and Viz 
Template Wizard.

The Installation and Configuration sections describe how to install and configure 
Viz Template Wizard.

The Getting Started, Main Menu and Template Manager sections describe the user 
interface and also provides procedures on how to perform specific tasks such as 
creating a new template and organizing templates into concepts and variants.

The Resource Panel section describes the resource panel and how you can work 
with the inherent properties of a scene. 

The Editors section describes the template editor and the different script editors 
and how you should work with them.

The Components section describes the common components and how they are 
exposed in the Object Inspector, examples on how to use them and a reference 
on the most importamt component properties. At the end of this section you will 
also find a complete reference of the most important component properties.
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1.1.2 Related Documents
1. Viz Content Pilot User’s Guide: How to install all the components of Viz 

Content Pilot (e.g. Viz Content Pilot client, Newsroom Component, database 
etc.), create playlists, data elements, request and monitor newsroom playlists 
and so on.

2. Viz Object Store User’s Guide: How to store and retrieve images from the 
image database.

3. Viz IO Studio Setup User’s Guide: How to configure and calibrate virtual sets.
4. Viz Artist User’s Guide: How to create scenes and use the Device manager.

1.1.3 Conventions
The following typographic conventions are used in this document:

• Bold Text: Bold is used to indicate emphasized text.
• Italic Text: Italic is used to indicate text that should be typed, or variables that 

should be entered. Italic is also used to refer to related documents. 
• Cross References: The color blue is used to indicate cross-references.
• Numbered Paragraphs: Numbered paragraphs are used to indicate tasks that 

need to be carried out. Text in paragraphs without numbering represent 
ordinary information. 

1.2 Words and Expressions
The following are a number of common words and expressions used throughout 
the documentation:

• Background scene: A background scene contains logic that enables an 
operator to toggle the states of multiple front scenes. A typical background 
scene also contains back plates and transition effects for each state of the 
front scenes. For example; A lower third may be on-air at the same time as a 
bug, and the lower third may be taken off-air without taking the bug off-air or 
reanimating it.

• Component: In Viz Template Wizard, Components are used to create text 
fields, buttons, drop-lists, database connections etc.

• Control Plug-ins: A graphics scene can contain all sorts of objects that can be 
controlled from a template such as text, back plates, images, colors and more. 
The graphics designer uses Control Plug-ins to expose objects to make them 
editable in a template. When importing the scene to Viz Template Wizard the 
exposed objects with control plug-ins appear as list items with check boxes.

• Control Object: Every scene with control plug-ins must have one instance of 
the Control Object plug-in at the root level of a scene tree. Control Object 
reads the information from all other control plug-ins. When a scene is 
imported to Viz Template Wizard, it reads the information about other lower 
level control plug-ins through Control Object.

• Data element: A data element is a template that is filled with data. A data 
element holds a reference to its template (original) just as the template holds 
a reference to its scene. A data element is contains a set of data and 
references to where data (e.g. images and video clips) can be found. In most 
cases it is the data element that gets played out on-air, and not the template.

• Front scenes: A front scene is a standard scene that makes one part of a 
transition logic scene.
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• Newsroom Component: In a Newsroom Computer System (NCS), the 
Newsroom Component (NrC) is used to add data elements to a story. The user 
is typically a journalist working on a story. The NrC is an embedded 
application in the NCS that connects to a database of templates. The templates 
can be filled with text, images, video and maps.

• Scene: A scene is built in Viz Artist. It can be a single scene, or a front scene 
controlled by a background scene (transition logic).

• Template: A template is a customized interface created in Viz Template 
Wizard. The template is used in Viz Content Pilot or the Newsroom Component 
to create data elements that are added to a playlist for playout. A template is 
based on one or several (transition logic) Viz Artist scenes.

• Transition Logic Scene: Consists of a background scene and one or several 
front scenes.

• Viz Artist: The design tool where the graphics scenes and all animations are 
created.

• Viz Engine: The output engine used for playout of graphics and video.

1.3 Contact Vizrt
We encourage your suggestions and feedback regarding the product and this 
documentation. Our support E-mail address is support@vizrt.com. You are also 
welcome to use the web-based support at www.vizrt.com, or to contact your local 
Vizrt support person by telephone.
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2 Viz Template Wizard
The Viz Template Wizard program is an important tool in the Viz Content Pilot 
product family. Templates for Viz Content Pilot are created in Viz Template 
Wizard as custom control and content entry interfaces for graphics scenes. The 
templates can be customized with a range of components and scripting tools. 

The following section introduces the basic concepts of Viz Template Wizard. It 
explains the workflow and some central concepts when using Viz Template 
Wizard in a production environment. 

2.1 New Features in Viz Content Pilot 5.6
Viz Content Pilot version 5.6 is mainly about the Viz One integration which now 
supports searching for and adding clips to templates and directly to your playlist.

Viz Content Pilot has the following new and enhanced features:

Newsroom Component
• The Timeline Editor will now work on systems with no audio hardware/driver
• The Newsroom Component’s preview will now adhere to any custom aspect 

ratio defined in your scene.

Viz Content Pilot client
• Search for and add media from your Viz One to your template and playlist.
• A Viz One connection for the Media Sequencer can now be configured through 

the External Interfaces.

Note: For a complete overview of new features, please see the release notes.

2.2 Workflows
Viz Template Wizard supports two workflows; Broadcast and Online. These 
workflows are (in essence) the same with one exception.

Broadcast
The basic broadcast workflow from graphics design to a working template is as 
follows:
• Scenes are made in Viz Artist.

• Objects in the scene, that the graphics designer wants to make editable, are 
given the appropriate control plug-ins. 

• Templates are made in Viz Template Wizard.
• Exposed objects from the scene is used to automatically create a basic 

template.
• The template designer creates additional logic using script logic.
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• The template is tested and saved, preferably to a concept and assigned to a 
category using the tool.

• Templates are made available to the newsroom and control room user.
• A journalist, using the Newsroom Component, fills the graphics template 

with text, images, person information or video, and saves the template 
creating a data element that is added to the newsroom story.

• The Viz Content Pilot operator monitors the newsroom playlist (rundown) 
and plays the graphics on-air – by GPI commands, keyboard shortcuts, 
button boxes, mouse clicks and so on.

Online
The online workflow is in essence no different from the Broadcast workflow 
except for the naming convention of template variants.

Variants used for online publishing (i.e. Escenic Content Engine) must be saved 
with variant names (<width>x<height>) according to the resolution of the image 
required by the publishing template (e.g. 285x170, 620x350, 720x295 and so 
on).
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3 Installation
This section describes how to install the Viz Content Pilot (VCP) product family, 
and how to choose between the different setup types and components. In 
addition, it describes how to run VCP’s database scripts.

Before installing a VCP system make sure that the correct hardware and latest 
software is available. Software is accessible on Vizrt’s FTP server, and contains the 
latest official releases of all Vizrt software.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Viz Content Pilot Installation
• Silent Installation
• Plugin Installation
• Newsroom Integration Client installation
• Control Room Client installation
• Template Design Client installation
• Custom installation
• Video Codecs installation
• Component Descriptions

3.1 Viz Content Pilot Installation
This section describes the installation steps for the Viz Content Pilot (VCP) 
applications.

To install Viz Content Pilot
1. Start the VCP installer

• Optional: On Windows 7 run the installer from command line with RunAs 
parameters or by using the context menu option Run as administrator

2. Click Next in the Welcome screen.
3. Enter Customer Information, and click Next.
4. Click Yes to accept the single End-User License Agreement (EULA).
5. Select destination folder where the setup program will install the files, and 

click Next. Default is C:\Program Files\Vizrt\Viz Content Pilot 5.x\.
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 Figure 1: Setup Type

6. Select setup type:
• Newsroom Integration Client
• Control Room Client
• Template Design Client
• Custom

Note: For local preview, select Custom installation and Viz Engine Preview Plugin.

7. Review the selected settings, and click Next to install.
8. Click Yes to add program shortcuts to the desktop.

After the installation has finished, VCP’s database connection, Viz Engines, and, if 
selected, the Newsroom Component (NrC) must be configured. This is all part of 
the same installer, and will continue right after the installer has finished copying 
files to the computer.

In order to use VCP’s database locally, an Oracle Instant Client can be configured 
during installation.
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 Figure 2: Database configuration

9. Optional: Configure VCP’s database connection.
• Select the SID option to configure a connection string, and enter a valid SID/

Service name and hostname, or
• Select the TNS option to configure a TNS connection, and enter a valid TNS 

name alias and directory path for the tnsnames.ora file.
• Enter database Username and Password. If left empty, it will default to 

PILOT/PILOT.

Note: If the default port number (1521) is not used, add it as an extension to the 
hostname: <hostname>:<port number>.
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 Figure 3: Viz Template Wizard configuration

10. In the Viz Template Wizard Configuration dialog box add Viz Engine hosts and 
a Media Sequencer host (default is localhost), and click Next.
• Enter password for the Viz Engine host if needed.

Note: Program and preview channels are configured in VCP’s profile configuration.
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 Figure 4: Newsroom Component configuration

Configuring the preview settings will add the settings to your local machine’s 
registry. If you have multiple newsroom clients it also possible to have all clients 
use the preview host settings by adding them to your Database Parameters. If the 
latter is required leave the preview settings blank.

11.Configure the NrC, and click Next
• Enter the Viz Engine preview hostname or IP address.
• Enter the port number. If remote preview is used, use port 50008. If local 

preview is used, use port 6100.
• To obtain the same preview settings for multiple Newsroom Components 

you should also add the same settings to the database.

Note: Multiple renderers can be defined as a comma separated string. For example 
<host>, <host>, ... or <host>:<port>,<host>:<port>, ... . If hosts are defined 
without a trailing port number, it is recommended to set the default port in the Port 
field. If no port number is set, it will default to 6100.

12.Optional: Set Advanced iNEWS settings if needed
13.Optional: Obtain, and enter, a valid MOS ID from the newsroom system
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 Figure 5: Viz Link configuration

The Viz Link configuration will, if enabled, override the database settings. When 
selected it applies the settings to a local ContentPilot.ini (initialization) file; hence, 
it does not overwrite database settings.

Database settings can be configured after installation in the Preferences window.

14.Optional: Configure the Newsroom Component to only show the Media tab. 
This also adds the NODB registry setting.

15.Optional: Configure the Viz Video Hub connection to only use video search 
and/or add local INI file settings to override the database settings.

16.Click Next.
17.Click Finish to end the installation.

Note: For manual configuration of MOS ID, see the ContentPilot.ini’s MOS section.

3.2 Silent Installation
The VCP silent installer option is used to automate responses used for software 
installations. A normal installation receives the input from the user as responses 
to dialog boxes. However, a silent installation does not prompt the user for input. 
A silent installation must get its user input from a different source. That source is 
the InstallShield Silent response (.iss) file.

The format of response files resembles that of an .ini file, but response files have 
.iss extensions. A response file is a plain text file consisting of data entry 
sections.
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The InstallShield’s silent response file must be manually created. After the file has 
been created, a command line with a few arguments is required to execute the 
installer with the response file.

Note: A sample ISS file is included in VCP’s installation directory.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Creating the Batch File
• Creating a Response File

3.2.1 Creating the Batch File
Users who are accustomed to the use of silent installers usually create batch (.bat) 
files that are run from the command line with the arguments for the VCP installer 
package. Usually two are created: One batch file to install the VCP package, and 
one batch file to uninstall the VCP package.

The batch file to install the VCP package looks like this:
• Filename example: install_vcp.bat
• Content example:

VCP_x.x.xxxxx.exe /s /z"ANSWERFILE:setup.iss"

The batch file to uninstall the VCP package looks like this:
• Filename example: Uninst_vcp.bat
• Content example:

VCP_x.x.xxxxx.exe /s /z"ANSWERFILE:setup.iss"

3.2.2 Creating a Response File
The following examples cover the sections and installation options required to 
perform a successful silent installation of VCP.

Note: A sample ISS file is included in VCP’s installation directory.

The response property to install VCP:

UNINSTALL_EVERYTHING=no 
 
The response property to uninstall VCP: 
UNINSTALL_EVERYTHING=yes

The rest of the response file looks like this:

[INSTALLATION] 
UNINSTALL_EVERYTHING=no 
ALLUSERS=yes 
USERNAME=Username 
COMPANYNAME=Company 
INSTALLDIR=C:\Program Files\Vizrt\Viz Content Pilot\ 
SILENTINSTALL=yes 
IconsOnDesktop=yes 
 
ORACLESID=vizrtdb 
ORACLEHOST=vogon 
ORACLETNSADMINPATH=
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For a visual reference, see Database configuration.

Newsroom_PreviewDisabled=no 
Newsroom_PreviewHost=preview 
Newsroom_PreviewPort=6100 
Newsroom_insertBCSTag=no 
Newsroom_UseVCPDM=no 
Newsroom_UseUTF8=yes 
Newsroom_BCSDeviceName= 
Newsroom_BCSTemplateName= 
Newsroom_DatabaseUsername=pilot 
Newsroom_DatabasePassword=pilot 
Newsroom_MOSID=PILOT

For a visual reference, see Newsroom Component configuration.

; new from 5.2 
MSEHostName=localhost 
;Videohub_SoapHost=videohub 
;Videohub_SoapPort=80 
;Videohub_MbHost=videohub 
;Videohub_MbPort=6555 
;Videohub_NewsroomNODB=yes/no 
;Videohub_BackupSoapHost=backupVideohub 
;Videohub_BackupSoapPort=80 
;Videohub_BackupMbHost=backupVideohub 
;Videohub_BackupMbPort=6555 
;Videohub_Username=vizlink 
;Videohub_Password=vizlink

For a visual reference, see Viz Link configuration.

[UPGRADE_RESPONSES] 
UninstallNewerInstalledVersion=no 
ModifyCurrentInstallation=no 
UpgradeOlderInstallation=yes 
 
[INSTALL_PROGRAMS] 
VizContentPilot=yes 
VizTemplateWizard=yes 
VizTemplateManager=yes 
VizObjectStore=yes 
VCPEXP=yes 
VizScribe=yes 
VizVirtualSet=yes 
Newsroom=yes 
VizPreviewEngine=yes 
GPI_Drivers=yes 
VizArchiveDistributor=yes 
PreviewGenerator=yes 
TCMonitor=yes 
TrioDataResource=yes 
CuriousPlugin=yes 
OmneonPlugin=yes

For reference, see Component Descriptions

; these are not essential, but included anyway 
BDE=yes 
Examples=yes 
 
; new from 5.1 
OracleInstantClient=yes 
ActiveXNle=yes 
QuickCG=yes

OracleInstantClient installs Oracle’s Instant Client which can be used in those 
cases where a runtime or administrator client is not needed (see the Database 
Client and Database Administration sections for further details).
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ActiveXNle installs the Newsroom Component (see the Newsroom Integration 
Client and Newsroom Component sections for further details). QuickCG installs 
the QuickCG tool (see the Quick CG section for further details).

; new from 5.2 
Spellcheck=yes 
VCPNLE=yes

Spellcheck enables you to add spell-checking functionality to your templates. 
VCPNLE enables you to use VCP’s Newsroom Component for adding Vizrt graphics 
to your NLE tool’s timeline.

[VIZ_MACHINES] 
Machine1=preview 
Pwd1=  
Machine2=localhost 
Pwd2= 

For a visual reference, see Viz Template Wizard configuration

3.3 Plugin Installation
When using the VCP client or the Newsroom Component to preview graphics a Viz 
Engine connection is needed; hence, you should always make sure to have the 
same setup for both program and preview renderers with regards to the plugins 
used by your graphics designer.

Typically, if you are using Viz Engine 2.x you always need to make sure you install 
Extra Viz Plugins as it is a separate installer that contains the control plugins used 
to control the templates. This is not the case with Viz 3.x users that have the 
same plugins installed by default.

Also, if you are previewing your graphics using a local Viz Engine you should 
remember to perform a Custom installation instead of a standard one in order to 
install the Viz Engine Preview Plugin.

All plugins are available on the Vizrt FTP, either as part of the VCP or Viz Artist 
installer or as separate plugin packages.

Note: If plugins are not installed preview might not work or look as expected.

See Also
• Custom
• Vizrt FTP

3.4 Newsroom Integration Client
The Newsroom Integration Client option installs Viz Content Pilot’s Newsroom 
Component (NrC) which is normally used by newsroom users (e.g. journalists and 
editors) and by editors using Non-linear editing (NLE) tools. The software is 
normally integrated to newsroom systems as an embedded component.
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When installing the Newsroom Component for use in a Java or web based 
newsroom system, the Oracle Instant Client should not be installed (i.e. use the 
Custom install option).

As most newsroom computers running the Newsroom Component does not have 
administrator rights you could optionally install it using RunAs parameters, 
installing the software from the command line or use the Run as administrator 
context menu option available to Windows 7 users. Note that you need to have 
administrator rights for this to work.

If the Newsroom Component is used as part of the Viz Video Hub integration you 
should also perform the Viz Link configuration during installation.

 Figure 6: Newsroom Component configuration

The newsroom integration client is normally installed for journalists and NLE 
system user. 

The newsroom integration client installation includes the following components:
• Oracle Instant Client
• Viz Content Pilot Newsroom Component
• Viz Content Pilot Non-linear Editing plug-in
• Viz Content Pilot Spell Checker
• Viz QuickCG

Note: Installs a Newsroom Component Test page in the program menu to simulate 
template filling in a newsroom system.
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NrC allows for preview of template graphics in two ways; remote snapshot 
preview using a remote Viz Engine (recommended) and local preview using a 
locally installed Viz Engine (requires a Viz license).

The Preview Settings defines if the Newsroom Component should use preview or 
override the database settings. Database settings apply to all clients that does not 
have preview configured locally. 

• Disable Preview: Disables both local and remote preview for the Newsroom 
Component.

• Viz Engine preview host: Overrides the database settings and sets a locally 
configured preview host.

• Port: Sets the port number for the locally configured preview host. Default port 
is 50008.

Note: If performing a custom installation, do not select Viz Engine Preview plug-in 
as this is intended for local Viz Engine preview.

The Advanced iNEWS settings should be used if Avid’s iNEWS Control Air is being 
used. There are two ways of using the NrC in conjunction with iNEWS Control Air.

1. It can be used for filling VCP data elements (same as MOS integrations), or
2. It can be used for returning character generated (*cg1 my_template tab1 tab2) 

elements based on custom templates designed to return tab fields like image 
paths and so on.

• Insert BCS Tag: This option should be checked for both cases as described 
above. BCS device name is the Avid iNEWS Control Air device name that by 
default is set to cg1.

• Use VCPDM: Check this option if VCP elements are used. BCS template name is 
by default set to pilotdata.

• Override database MOSID: Overrides the default MOS ID (PILOT).

See Also
• Viz Content Pilot Installation
• Newsroom Component configuration

3.5 Control Room Client
The Control room client installation is normally installed for control room 
operators that manage the playlists for playing out graphics on air.

The control room installation includes the following components:
• Viz Content Pilot Client
• Viz Content Pilot Examples
• Viz Content Pilot Export and Import plug-in
• Viz Content Pilot NLE plug-in
• Viz Content Pilot Spell Checker
• Viz Object Store Client
• Viz QuickCG
• Viz Template Wizard Client
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3.6 Template Design Client
 Figure 7: Viz Template Wizard configuration

The Template design client installation is normally installed for template 
designers that creates and manages the graphics templates.

The Viz Template Wizard configuration dialog box is used to add Viz Engine hosts 
and a Media Sequencer host for use with Viz Template Wizard. 

Note: Default hosts are localhost.

The template design client installation includes the following components:
• Oracle Instant Client
• Viz Content Pilot Client
• Viz Content Pilot Examples
• Viz Content Pilot Export and Import plug-in
• Viz Content Pilot Newsroom Component
• Viz Content Pilot Spell Checker
• Viz Object Store Client
• Viz Template Wizard Client

Note: Installs a Newsroom Component Test page in the program menu to simulate 
template filling in a newsroom system.
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3.7 Custom
Custom installation is for advanced users only, and can be used to select or 
unselect specific components that are or are not needed.

The custom installation includes all options seen in Table 1: Viz Content Pilot 
Components.

Note: The option to select features is only available when Custom installation is 
selected.

 Figure 8: Select Features

Some options are dependent on each other, and these are as follows:

• The following components cannot be installed without VCP:
• VCP Export and Import Plug-in, VCP Time Code Monitor, Viz Trio Data 

Resource and Viz Virtual Set Plug-in.
• The Viz Virtual Set plug-in cannot be installed without VCP.
• The VCP Non-linear Editing Plug-in cannot be installed without the Newsroom 

Component.

3.8 Video Codecs
If you are previewing proxy versions of video from Viz One using Viz Content 
Pilot’s Newsroom Component (i.e. Timeline Editor) or Viz Engine (i.e. Viz Engine 
installed on your control client machine) you will have to install video codecs that 
are not part of Vizrt’s standard installation.
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IMPORTANT! Due to licensing requirements, Vizrt does not provide the codecs 
required for local preview. Users must obtain and install their own codecs.

Note: Codecs are only required when local preview is done, as in the cases above. 
Playout of the high resolution versions do not require a codec installation.

The following procedures will guide you through the necessary installation steps:

• To install codecs for local preview
• To set a preferred decoder

To install codecs for local preview
Codecs are available from several suppliers. The example below sets up support 
for h.264 playback using the FFDShow MPEG-4 codec package and a Matroska 
Splitter from Haali.

Note: You need to have your own license for clip playback as FFDShow does not 
come with a decoding license.

1. Make sure you do not have any other codec packages installed on the machine 
that interfere with FFDShow or the media splitter.

2. Download the Matroska Splitter from Haali
3. Download the Windows 7 DirectShow Filter Tweaker
4. Download the FFDShow MPEG-4 Video Decoder

• Make sure you have a license to use the codec
• Make sure you download a 32-bit version of the codec

5. Uninstall older 64-bit versions of the MPEG-4 codec
6. Install the Matroska Splitter from Haali 
7. Install the Windows 7 DirectShow Filter Tweaker
8. Install the FFDShow MPEG-4 codec

• After installing the FFDShow codec package make sure that no applications 
are excluded, especially Viz Engine (there is an inclusion and exclusion list 
in FFDShow).

9. Set your MPEG-4 32-bit decoder to FFDShow (see how To set a preferred 
decoder)
• You should now be able to preview video clips from Viz One

To set a preferred decoder
1. Run the Windows 7 DirectShow Filter Tweaker
2. In the appearing dialog box click Preferred decoders
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3. Set your MPEG-4/H.264 32-bit decoder to FFDShow and click Apply & Close
4. Click Exit

See Also
• Configuration chapter in Viz Content Pilot User’s Guide
• Newsroom chapter in Viz Content Pilot User’s Guide
• Viz Engine 3.x Administrator’s Guide

3.9 Component Descriptions
The table below describes the main components that can be installed as part of a 
VCP installation.

Table 1: Viz Content Pilot Components

Type Description

Borland Database Engine 5.2 The Borland Database Engine 5.2 is used for 
legacy templates that use BDE's data access 
components such as TDataSource, TQuery 
and TDatabase. For details, see Viz 
Template Wizard User’s Guide.

Oracle Instant Client The Oracle Instant Client is used for 
accessing VCP’s database.

Viz Content Pilot Archive 
Distributor plug-in

The Archive Distributor is a tool for remotely 
importing Viz Artist archives to a 
configurable amount of Viz Engines.

Viz Content Pilot Client Template based solution for the control of 
broadcast graphics

Viz Content Pilot Examples Example scenes, templates and scripts.

Viz Content Pilot Export & 
Import plug-in

The VCP Export & Import plug-in is a tool 
for export and import of templates and 
playlists along with associated Viz Artist 
graphics.

Viz Content Pilot GPI Drivers The General Purpose Input (GPI) drivers 
allow for external control of VCP. 

Viz Content Pilot Newsroom 
Component

The NrC integrates into the newsroom 
system allowing journalists to add graphics 
to the story.
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Viz Content Pilot Non-linear 
Editing Plug-in

The VCP NLE plug-in uses the NrC to add 
graphics to an NLE timeline.

Viz Content Pilot Spell Checker Installs a set of default dictionaries that uses 
the Hunspell spell checker.
By default the installer includes the 
following OpenOffice.org dictionaries: 
Arabic (both North Africa and Middle East), 
English (both United Kingdom and United 
States of America), French, German, 
Norwegian (both bokmaal and nynorsk), 
Russian and Spanish.
Dictionaries are UTF-8 formatted by Vizrt.

Viz Content Pilot Time Code 
Monitor

The Time Code Monitor is used to monitor 
the progress of video playout.

Viz Object Store Client The VOS Client helps store and retrieve 
images, sounds and video clips to and from 
the file share (stills and person information), 
VCP’s database (thumbnails), and Viz Video 
Hub (videos) for use in templates.

Viz Engine Preview plug-in Preview a scene in VCP and the NrC. 
Requires a local installation of Viz Engine.

Viz Quick CG A system tray application that allows quick 
creation of character generated (CG) data 
elements.

Viz Template Wizard Client Viz Template Wizard is used to create 
templates for use with VCP and in some 
cases for Viz Trio.

Viz Thumbnail Generator Viz Thumbnail Generator generates 
thumbnails for all saved data elements.

Viz Trio Data Resource plug-in The Data Resource plug-in displays Viz Trio 
shows and pages that can be added to a 
playlist.

Viz Virtual Set plug-in The Viz Virtual Set plug-in is a tool for 
controlling a virtual set.

Table 1: Viz Content Pilot Components

Type Description
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4 Configuration
 Figure 9: Initialization (INI) file editor

Viz Template Wizard uses the ContentPilot.ini file that contains settings for the 
program.

The initialization (INI) file is organized in categories. To edit it, it is recommended 
to use the initialization file editor located in the VCP program folder.

Example: C:\Program Files\Vizrt\Viz Content Pilot 5.x\InifileEditor.exe

The left pane displays the sections, organizing the settings into logical groups. 
The right pane displays the keys sorted under each category.

• New section ...: Adds a new section to the INI file.
• New key ...: Adds a new key to the section.
• New description ...: Adds a new description to the section or key.
• OK: Confirms any changes made and closes the editor.
• Cancel: Cancels all changes and closes the editor.

Some INI file settings are not described for the VCP 5.1.x and later. These are 
deprecated settings valid for versions older than version 4.x.
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Database
• login: User ID for the database connection
• pwd: Password for the database connection
• utf8: Sets whether the program and database should use UTF8 font encoding.
• nls_lang: If UTF-8 is used for the database, the NLS_LANG environment setting 

must be here.
• name: This entry must contain the connection string for the database in the 

form: “hostname/instance name”. If a database client (e.g. Oracle Client) is 
used enter the TNS name.

General
• diff_tool: The path to a text compare tool executable can be entered here. This 

will enable the possibility to compare script files when conflicts between local 
scripts and repository scripts appear.

Parameters
• datapool_visible: Enable or disable the Datapool component in Viz Template 

Wizard.
• basic_properties: Comma delimited list of additional properties to show in the 

basic properties tab.
• plugin_folder: Folder where Viz Template Wizard will look for VcpExp.bpl.

Path
• shared: The directory where the shared image disk is mounted on the Unix 

system. Used for specifying the Unix path to the shared image server. For 
instance on windows the drive is often mapped as K:\ but on a Unix system it 
would be \shared\images.

• fileopen: Sets the default folder when opening image files.
• tmpbmp: Sets the folder for saving temporary bitmap files.

SGI
This section can be used to add new Viz Engine’s that can be used by Viz 
Template Wizard. Click the New key ... button in the editor and enter the new key 
value, e.g. machine2 and so on.
• machine1: The host name of the Viz Engine to connect to. More machines can 

be added to the list: machine2, pwd2 etc.
• pwd1: On air password for the Viz Engine.

Tempalte_Wizard
• linelayout_visible: Enables the Prefix and Customize options in the Wizard tool 

that sets the number of prefixes to be used when generating a template with a 
table style layout.

Viz
• data_timeout: Sets the Viz Engine connection timeout in milliseconds for 

receiving data from Viz Engine. Default is 60000 milliseconds (60 seconds). 
This is helpful if you are loading a scene that is very complex or loads a lot of 
data that will take time to render (e.g. a map scene).
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5 Getting Started
Viz Template Wizard is a stand-alone application that can be installed using the 
Viz Content Pilot installer, and started from the program menu, a desktop 
shortcut or from the Viz Content Pilot client when installed on the same machine.

See Also
• To start Viz Template Wizard
• To start multiple instances of Viz Template Wizard
• To start Viz Template Wizard from the Viz Content Pilot client

To start Viz Template Wizard

1. Double-click the desktop icon, or
2. Select the program on the Start menu.

• All Programs > Vizrt > Viz Content Pilot 5.x > Viz Template Wizard 5.x

To start multiple instances of Viz Template Wizard
1. Right-click the VTW desktop shortcut, and select Properties
2. In the Properties window select the Shortcut tab.
3. Add -duplicates to the Target path.

• "C:\Program Files\vizrt\Viz Content Pilot 
5.x\VizTemplateWizard.exe" -duplicates

Note: When starting a duplicate instance you will most probably receive a socket 
error. Confirm it and you will be able to run duplicate instances of VTW.

To start Viz Template Wizard from the Viz Content Pilot client

1. Select Template Wizard on the Tools menu, or
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2. Right-click a template in the template list, and select Edit Template on the 
appearing context menu.
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6 Main Menu
The main menu consists of six menu options. This section contains information 
on the following topics:

• File
• Edit
• View
• Viz Engine
• Tools
• Help
• Toolbar

6.1 File
The File menu has the following options:
• New: Creates a new blank template.
• Load ...: Opens a previous template made in Viz Template Wizard.
• Load from file ...: Opens a template from file.
• Save (CTRL+S) ...: Saves the template to the database.
• Save to File ...: Is used for saving a template to a file, for exporting to another 

database, to use in Viz Trio or to have a backup.
• Close: Closes the current template.
• Wizard ...: Opens the Wizard to select scenes and exposed scene objects for 

template creation.
• Use Script Unit ...: Includes a a script unit in a template script.
• Refresh Scripts: Loads updated script units from the database.
• Reconnect to database: If the database connection is lost, this option tries to 

reconnect to the template database.
• Exit: Exits the Viz Template Wizard program.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Save
• Wizard
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6.1.1 Save
 Figure 10: Save template

• Template Name: Sets the template name for the template.
• Concept: Sets the concept name for the template.
• New Concept...: Opens the New Concept dialog box for creating new concepts.
• Live Update: Enables the template to use live update for last-minute updates 

before playout (e.g. weather or stock updates). This requires template 
scripting.

• Save As New (Alt+S): Saves the template and closes the dialog.
• Overwrite Existing (Alt+O): Overwrites the existing template with the existing 

name or a new name.
• Close: Closes the save dialog without saving the template.

See Also
• Design mode buttons
• Template Manager
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6.1.2 Wizard
 Figure 11: Wizard’s step 1

The easiest way to create a template is to use the Wizard (opened from the File 
menu); however, it is also possible to create templates from scratch without 
adding a scene to it.

The first step of the Wizard enables the user to select a Viz Engine renderer to 
connect to. This will only appear if no rendering engine has been previously 
selected. If no rendering engine is available one needs to be added (see 
Configuration) to the INI file’s SGI section, or during installation.
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 Figure 12: Wizard’s step 2

The Wizard’s second step is where the template scenes are selected. The folder 
structure (left) shows what is available on the currently connected Viz Engine. The 
scene(s), displayed in the middle pane, can be dragged and dropped from the 
scene display pane onto the Selected Scenes pane (right).

Tip: If a scene is loaded on Viz, it will not take into account any changes made by the 
scene designer after it was loaded; hence, it is good practice to clean up or restart 
Viz Engine before adding scene(s) for template generation.

• Objectify All / Objectify Selected: Regenerates all or selected transition logic 
front scenes as GEOM objects. The GEOM objects are used by the background 
scene. If transition logic scenes are exported to a different Viz Graphic Hub, 
and there already exists a template for them, the GEOM objects must be 
regenerated for the scene to work properly when played out or previewed. 
This feature does not require the template to be rebuilt.

• Finish: Finishes the template creation with a default layout and selection of 
exposed objects.
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 Figure 13: Wizard’s step 3

The Wizard’s final step shows a list of exposed and editable objects. The objects 
are numbered and each object property can be shown, and later accessed, in the 
template.

• Name: Shows the names of the objects properties.
• Description: Shows the descriptions of the objects properties. The text is 

fetched from the description fields of the corresponding Control Plug-ins in 
the scene. 

• Type: Shows the data types of the objects properties.
• Add: Sets which properties to include in the template.
• Prefix charactercount: Sets the number of prefixes to be used when generating 

a template with a table style layout.
• A template using the prefix character count is basically for scenes that are 

not using control plug-ins like Control List or Control Chart for table 
creation.

• For example: If a scene consists of four groups, and each group has three 
sub-containers, each with text and images, it might be desirable to auto-
generate a table layout representing the sub-groups rather than having a 
long list of form elements on the template form. Remember to set the Field 
Identifiers for each group. For example: Group 1 with 011,012,013, and 
Group 2 with 111, 112, 113 and so on.

 Figure 14: Customized layout and prefixed character count

• Customize: Arranges the components before the template is generated.

This section contains information on the following topics:
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• To enable the Prefix and Customize... options

To enable the Prefix and Customize... options
• To enable the prefix and customize options add the key linelayout_visible to 

the ContentPilot.ini file under the Tempalte_Wizard section with the value y 
(Yes).

See Also
• Configuration

6.2 Edit
The Edit menu has the following options:
• Change Scene: Changes the template’s scene in design mode. To change 

scenes for templates used during playout, the Scene name property set by the 
Template Manager in the Variants pane must point to a different scene.

Note: Change Scene is not supported for transition logic templates.

• Undo (CTRL+Z): Undoes the latest change.
• Redo (CTRL+Y): Redoes the latest undo.
• Select All (CTRL+A): Selects all components in the template.
• Bring to Front: Moves an object on the template to front.
• Send to Back: Moves an object on the template into the background.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Change Scene
• Variants

6.2.1 Change Scene
Change scene is normally used to change the scene a template is referencing 
while designing.

Templates that are not control object based (e.g. templates built in VTW versions 
prior to Viz Content Pilot 5) can change the scene and convert the template to use 
control objects if the scene has been rebuilt using control object.

Note: Transition logic scenes with control object cannot change scenes.

If a template is created without referencing a scene, or is based on a scene that 
does not use control object, a conversion is not needed. Hence, a conversion can 
only take place if the new scene uses the control object plug-in.

Converted templates will show exposed objects as a tree structure with nodes, 
and not the complete Viz Artist scene tree with containers.

See Also
• To change a scene for design
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• To change a scene for playout
• To convert a template using a control object based scene

To change a scene for design
• Click Change Scene on the Edit menu, and add the new scene using the 

Wizard.

To change a scene for playout
1. Start Template Manager.
2. Select the template variant to edit and click Edit.
3. Set the new scene and click Save.

To convert a template using a control object based scene

1. Select the Change Scene option on the Edit menu.
2. Select a scene using the Wizard.
3. Confirm if the template should be converted to a control object based 

template.

Note: Changing a scene without changing the scene name in Template Manager 
under the Variants section will only change the scene used during design.

6.3 View
The View menu has the following options:
• Command Editor: Shows the command editor.
• Script Editor: Opens the Script Editor.
• Update Script Editor: Opens the Update Script Editor.
• Execution Logic Editor: Opens the Execution Logic Editor.
• Snap to Grid: Enables template components, when added or moved, to 

automatically adjust (snap) itself to the template’s grid.

6.4 Viz Engine
The Viz Engine menu has the following options:
• Select Viz Engine: Selects which Viz Engine to connect and render to.
• Set On Air: Sets the connected Viz Engine renderer in On-Air mode.
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• Show Bounding Box: Shows the boundaries of the scene’s objects when 
previewing.

• Show Commands On: Displays the “Show commands” console on the renderer.
• Show Commands Off: Closes the “Show commands” console on the renderer.
• Cleanup Renderer: Clears all scenes loaded on the renderer.
• Remote Viz Preview (CTRL+P): Launches the remote Remote Viz Preview 

window. This option requires a remote Viz to be in On-air mode.
• Local Viz Preview: Launches the local Viz preview window. This option also 

starts the Viz instance.

Note: Local preview requires the Viz Content Pilot’s enabling feature Local Viz 
Preview Engine to be installed.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Select Viz Engine
• Remote Viz Preview
• Local Viz Preview

6.4.1 Select Viz Engine

Machines not visible in the Select Viz Engine drop-down list must be added 
during installation or to the ContentPilot.ini INI file under the SGI section.

See Also
• To select Viz Engine
• Configuration

To select Viz Engine
• Select Select Viz Engine on the Viz Engine menu, and from the appearing 

dialog box select the Viz to use, and click OK.

Note: Viz Configuration is done in the ContentPilot.ini initialization file.
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6.4.2 Remote Viz Preview

Remote Viz preview means that a Viz Engine is installed remotely on another 
machine for preview purposes. Remote Viz preview is the default preview mode 
for Viz Template Wizard. Unlike Local Viz Preview it does not require a local 
installation of Viz Engine; hence, it is also the recommended preview option.

Note that remote preview of templates with video clips requires a full Viz Link 
workflow and the use of the Viz Content Pilot client in order to trigger the transfer 
of video clips to Viz. This is also true for Local Viz Preview.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Properties and Parameters
• To preview a template

Properties and Parameters

• Refresh: Refreshes the scene preview displaying a snapshot of the scene at its 
current animation position. This enables you to fetch new snapshots of the 
scene while it is rendered on a remote Viz Engine without seeing the full 
animation in the preview window.

• Back: Sets the animation back to the last stop point.
• Continue: Continues the animation to the next stop point.
• Copy: Places a copy of the snapshot on the clipboard.
• Animate: Animates the scene in the remote preview window. The animation is 

based on a series of snapshots of the scene rendered on the remote Viz 
Engine. Click the Animate button to start the animation, and click it again to 
stop it.

• Size: Sets the size of the preview window. There are two default settings, one 
for PAL and one for NTSC, and one custom.

• Close: Closes the preview window.
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• Add to template: Adds a snapshot of the previewed graphics to the template. 
The snapshot is appended to a Static Image component.

To preview a template
1. Open a template and change to Run mode.
2. Select Preview on the View menu, or press CTRL+P to open the preview 

window.
3. Click the Load (F7) button and then the Refresh button in the Viz Engine 

window to see a snapshot of the rendered scene.
4. Click Animate to see a series of snapshots.

See Also
• Local Viz Preview

6.4.3 Local Viz Preview

Local Viz preview means that a Viz Engine is installed locally on the VTW client 
machine for preview purposes. Local Viz preview is a feature that must be 
selected during Custom installation by selecting the Viz Engine Preview plug-in. 
Unlike the default Viz Engine mode it does require a local installation of Viz 
Engine; hence, it is not the recommended preview option.

Note that preview of templates with video clips requires a full Viz Link workflow 
and the use of the Viz Content Pilot client in order to trigger the transfer of video 
clips to Viz.

This section contains information on the following topics:
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• Properties and Parameters
• To enable local preview
• To preview a template in local preview mode

Properties and Parameters

• Start: Animates the scene. 
• Continue: Continues to animate the scene to the next stop point or completes 

the animation of the scene.
• Stop: Stops the scene.
• Step Backward: Steps the scene backwards frame by frame when it is paused.
• Time field: Shows the current timeframe for the scene.
• Title Area: Shows the boundaries of the defined title area (green rectangle).
• Bounding Box: Shows the boundaries of the objects in the scene.
• Safe Area: Shows the boundaries of the defined safe area (purple rectangle).
• Show Commands: Opens a console window that shows the Viz commands. The 

console window can be enabled by default by adding the ShowConsole 
registry setting.

• Restart: Restarts the local Viz Engine.

Context Menu:
• Keep aspect: Sets and keeps the correct aspect ratio according to the Viz 

output format settings when the window is resized.
• Show console: Shows the Viz console, showing all commands sent to and 

processed by Viz.
• Always on top: Floats the preview window on top of all other application 

windows.

To enable local preview
• Select the Viz Engine Preview plug-in during Custom installation. In addition a 

Viz Engine must be installed on the same machine.

IMPORTANT! Viz 3.x users must configure Viz to automatically log-in to the Viz 
Graphic Hub (database) as Viz Template Wizard is unable to do this.

To preview a template in local preview mode
1. Open a template and change to Run mode.
2. Select Local Preview from the Viz Engine menu to open the Local Viz Engine 

Preview window.
3. In Viz Template Wizard click the Load button to load and preview the scene.

• The Start/Take button in the Local Viz Engine Preview window will not load 
the scene on Viz. Once loaded by VTW the scene can be previewed using the 
control buttons in the Local Viz Engine Preview window.

See Also
• Viz Engine
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6.5 Tools
• Categories & Channels ...: Opens the Categories and Channels window to add 

categories and channels and define a mapping between them. Templates can 
then be added to a category, and thereby be assigned to a default output 
channel.

• Customize Keyboard ...: Opens the Keyboard Configuration window.
• Macro Commands: Opens the VTW Macro Commands window.
• Refresh Scene Info: Enables the user to Refresh Scene Information if the scene 

information has changed after the template was created or updated the last 
time.

• Component Palette: Opens the Component Palette, enabling the user to select 
which components to be displayed in the drop-list and on the toolbar.

• Script Repository: Shows all script units in the Script Repository Browser 
(database), and which templates and data elements that are using it.

• Template Manager ...: Opens the Template Manager window.
• Plugin Templates ...: Opens the Manage Plugin Templates window.
• Export: Exports templates to an archive file.
• Import: Imports templates from an archive file.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Categories and Channels
• Keyboard Configuration
• VTW Macro Commands
• Refresh Scene Info
• Component Palette
• Script Repository Browser
• Plugin Templates
• Export
• Import

See Also
• Template Manager
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6.5.1 Categories and Channels
 Figure 15: Categories and channels

The Categories and Channels option on the Tools menu opens an editor window 
for adding template category and channel assignments for those categories.

Note that the channel name must correspond with the output channel configured 
in the Viz Content Pilot (VCP) client. In some situations a user might want certain 
types of graphics to be played out on a specific output channel, for instance lower 
thirds on one channel and full screens on another. By adding a template to a 
specific category it will get the category’s channel as default output channel when 
the template’s data elements are added to a playlist in the VCP client.

IMPORTANT! Legacy templates that do not use Control Object are unable to assign 
itself to the correct program channel; hence, it will always default to the default 
program channel in the profile configuration, and disregard information in the 
Categories and Channels setup.
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The Categories and Channels editor contain three tabs:

• Custom channel: Sets the default channel for each of the defined categories.
• Categories: Adds and renames categories.
• Channels: Adds and renames output channels. Note that the channel name 

must correspond with the channels configured in the VCP client. 

For more information on how to set categories for templates, see the Template 
Manager’s Variants editor.

This section also contains information on the following topics:

• To delete a category
• To delete a channel

To delete a category
• Select a category and press the key on the keyboard.

To delete a channel
• Select a channel and press the Delete key on the keyboard.

See Also
• Variants
• Viz Content Pilot User’s Guide on categories, channels and playlist filters
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6.5.2 Keyboard Configuration
 Figure 16: Keyboard configuration

The Keyboard configuration window allows the user to define macros assigned to 
specific key combinations, pre-defined functions and VB Scripts. The latter is an 
option to further enhance and adapt the commands. 

The Keyboard Configuration columns:
• Shortcut: Displays the macro name. 
• Keycode: Displays the keyboard shortcut. 
• Commands: Displays the shortcut command.

The Keyboard Configuration buttons:
• Import: Opens the Open window where a previously exported KBD (keyboard) 

file can be imported. 
• Export: Opens the Save As window where the current settings can be exported 

as a KBD file. 
• OK: Saves the keyboard shortcut configurations, and closes the window.
• Cancel: Closes the window. 

This section also contains information on the following topics:

• Context Menu
• Macro Shortcut
• Predefined Functions
• To open keyboard configuration
• To add a macro command
• To edit a macro command
• To delete a macro command
• To remove a macro command shortcut

Context Menu
• Add Macro: Opens the New Macro Shortcut window, where a new macro can be 

created.
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• Delete Macro: Deletes the currently selected macro. Alternatively, click the 
keyboard shortcut CTRL+Delete.

• Remove Shortcut: Deletes the shortcut key code of the currently selected 
macro. Alternatively, click the keyboard shortcut Delete.

Macro Shortcut

 Figure 17: New Macro Shortcut window

In the Keyboard Configuration window it is possible to add a Macro command.

• Enter Key: Sets the keyboard shortcut for the macro. 
• Macro Name: Displays the macro category (e.g. macros:, gui:, viz:) and the 

name of the macro. If a folder was selected when the Macro was opened, the 
category name will automatically be displayed in the Name text box. The 
category name can be set or changed in the Name field by adding the category 
and macro name separated by a colon (<macro category>:<macro name>). If 
a category is not added to the name it will be placed in the macros category. It 
is also possible to add new categories by defining them in the macro (e.g. 
foo:bar).

• Global: Makes the macro work also when a template is open.
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 Figure 18: VB Script

• Macro Commands: In the Macro Commands tab’s text field, the names of the 
selected Predefined Functions can be entered. In the VB Script tab’s text field, 
script code can be entered.

IMPORTANT! The function stub named RunScript must be used as the main script or 
entry point for other scripts; hence, it cannot be renamed or removed.

• Show Macros: Opens the Predefined Functions window.
• Save As New: Saves the macro as a new instance. 
• OK: Saves the macro, either as a new or modified macro. 
• Cancel: Closes the window, without saving any changes.

Predefined Functions

 Figure 19: Predefined functions

In the Predefined Functions window a list of functions is accessible to the user.

To open keyboard configuration
• Select Customize Keyboard option on the Tools menu to open the Customize 

Keyboard Configuration window.

To add a macro command
1. Right-click the Keyboard Configuration window and from the appearing 

context menu select Add Macro... .
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2. In the New Macro Shortcut window enter the key combination, macro 
category:macro name and commands/scripts.

3. Click OK.

Note: If the macro category (e.g. foo:bar) is not added it will be placed in the Macros 
section.

To edit a macro command
• Double-click the macro listed under the category it was placed to open the 

Edit Macro Shortcut window.

To delete a macro command
1. Select a macro from under the category it was placed and press the CTRL+DEL 

keys, or
2. Right-click the macro and from the appearing context menu select Delete 

Macro.

To remove a macro command shortcut
1. Select a macro from under the category it was placed and press the DEL keys, 

or
2. Right-click the macro and from the appearing context menu select Remove 

Shortcut.

6.5.3 VTW Macro Commands
Enables the user to execute predefined functions without using keyboard 
shortcuts and macros.

6.5.4 Refresh Scene Info
 Figure 20: New exposed objects

When editing a template it is possible to edit a scene in Viz Artist and make 
changes to the template’s scene. Any changes made to the scene can be updated 
directly by the template designer.

Currently the template will be updated when a scene’s field identifier for a specific 
component has changed by adding a new component to the template; however, 
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the old component with the old field identifier will still be present. As the Exposed 
Objects’ list is updated correctly it is safe to delete any unused component(s).

See Also
• To refresh the scene information

To refresh the scene information
1. Start Viz Artist.
2. Open the template’s scene, edit and save the changes.
3. Open Viz Template Wizard, and click Refresh Scene Info on the Tools menu.
4. Click OK to add and/or delete exposed objects.
5. Optional: Remove any unused components that may have been made obsolete 

by the update.

6.5.5 Component Palette
 Figure 21: Component palette

The components palette lists all components available to the user. The 
components found under the drop-list is a standardized selection of components 
selected by Vizrt. Using the component palette window, the user is free to 
organize his/hers own palette. Components can be organized by drag and drop. 
Components added to the Unused category are not visible in the toolbar.

Components that are used in conjunction with scripting, such as database 
components, dialog boxes, com ports, and so on, are added simply by selecting 
them from the components toolbar and clicking once on the template. 
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 Figure 22: Component palette drop-list

A standardized set of components are available from the drop-list; however, all 
available components (some legacy) are accessible through the Component 
Palette... option on the Tools menu.

See Also
• Components
• To add a component
• To change a component
• To add a component from the Exposed Objects pane

To add a component
1. Select a component palette (e.g. Standard) from the drop-list.
2. Click a component button.
3. Click once on the template to add it to the template.

To change a component

1. Delete the existing component on the template.
2. Select a new component from the component palette, and click once on the 

template to add it to the template.
3. From the Exposed Objects pane select, drag and drop the object’s exposed 

property onto the newly added component.
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6.5.6 Script Repository Browser
 Figure 23: Script repository browser

The script repository browser gives an overview of the available scripts and the 
templates and data elements that are using the scripts. It is also possible to delete 
script units from the repository browser; however, this will affect the templates 
that use the scripts. A warning dialog box will appear if the script is used by a 
template.

6.5.7 Plugin Templates

Viz Template Wizard allowed Viz Content Pilot (VCP) 4 users to create and register 
plugin templates as Windows DLL (Dynamic Link Library) files. These plug-ins 
were installed in the VCP program folder under the plugins folder. 
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VCP 5 provides the Lineup.dll plugin for compatibility reasons to users that 
upgrade from VCP 4 to 5. To make the plug-in work, the DLL must be registered 
to the database and placed on all machines that need the plug-in.

• Unregistered Plugins: Lists the Linup.dll plug-in if it is not registered to the 
database.

• Registered Plugins: Lists the Lineup.dll plug-in when it is registered to the 
database.

• Register: Registers the Lineup.dll plug-in to the database.
• Delete: Removes the Lineup.dll from the database (does not delete the plug-in 

on the computer)
• Edit: Enables the Lineup.dll to be selected.
• Save: Saves the changes.
• Close: Closes the Manage Plugin Templates window.

6.5.8 Export
In the Export window, templates with its content and scenes can be exported to 
file. This option supports export of templates, concepts, scripts, standalone and 
transition logic scenes. Templates and all parts of the templates are included in 
the XML file, and scenes as a Viz archive.

Export of templates and scenes will, unless a shared export folder is mapped on 
both the template design and render machines, be exported to different folders. 
Export of templates will normally be placed on the desktop of the current user, 
and Viz archives to the Viz program folder (see Example paths and archives).

Note: Export of playlists created by newsroom systems, stored on the Media 
Sequencer, is only supported by Viz Content Pilot versions 5.1.6 and later. 

Path Filename Comments

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Import
• Export Window

Table 2: Example paths and archives

archive
archive.via
archive.eva
archive.txt

The archive will be placed in the Viz default folder. For 
Viz 3.x it is the Viz 3.x program folder. For Viz 2.x it 
is the archive folder under the Viz data root.
If the file extension is missing Viz will automatically 
add one (e.g. archive.via for Viz 3.x).
If the file extension is not correct according to Viz, Viz 
will simply replace the extension with the correct one 
(e.g. archive.txt will become archive.via on Viz 3.x).

C:\temp\ archive.via The temp folder must be present on the Viz machine, 
and the Viz user must have write access.

\\host\ archive.via The Viz machine must have write access to the UNC 
path.
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• To export

Export Window

• Templates: The Templates tab shows a list of the templates that are ready for 
export.
• Template Name: Shows the names of the templates.
• Template Information: Shows template information, for example if the 

template has been generated by the Wizard in Viz Template Wizard.
• Viz Scene Information: Shows Viz scene information.

• Template Scripts: Shows the script name. 
• Concepts: Shows the concept name the template belong to.
• Scenes: Shows the scene name and path.
• Transition Scenes: Shows the transition logic scene(s).

• Transition Scene Name: Shows the name and path of the transition logic 
scene(s). 

• Background Scene Name: Shows the name and path of the transition logic 
background scene(s). 

• XML Source: Shows a preview of the XML source that will be generated when 
the playlist is exported.

• Select Viz Content Pilot export filename: Sets the filename for the exported 
XML file.

• Select Viz Engine archive filename: Sets the filename for the exported Viz 
archive.

• Irix mountpoint: Sets the shared mountpoint for Viz 2.x installations on Irix.
• Browse...: Enables the user to search for and select a specific directory (see 

Example paths and archives).
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To export

1. Drag Templates from the Resource Panel onto the Export Window, and click 
Next. 

2. Enter an export filename.
3. Optional: Check the Create Viz Engine Archive option to export Viz scenes.
4. Click Next. 
5. Click Export.
6. Click Finish.
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6.5.9 Import
 Figure 24: Import templates

In the Import window, templates (includes concepts, scripts and transition logic 
scenes) and scenes can be imported from file. Templates are exported as an XML 
file, and scenes as a Viz archive.

Note: The network drive mappings that were used for the templates must be the 
same in the import environment as they were in the export environment. Also, as 
some template elements use file paths to access resources, the resources (such as 
images etc.) must be accessible in the import environment. 

• Select Viz Content Pilot Import Filename: Sets the name and path of the 
content (XML) file that should be imported. Either type the filename directly in 
the text box, or click the Open button to browse for available files.

• Select Viz Engine Archive Filename: Sets the name and path of the graphics 
(EVA) file that should be imported. 

Note: If the Viz Engine archive has the same name and is located in the same folder 
as the Viz Content Pilot import file, the name and path of the archive will 
automatically appear in the Select Viz Engine Archive Filename text box.

• Irix Mountpoint (i.e. /Shared): Only For Import To Viz Engine On Irix: If Irix is 
running, type the Irix mountpoint. This is only for Viz 2.x users.

• Preserve Data Element IDs: Preserves the data elements IDs. This will overwrite 
any other data element with the same IDs.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Export
• Context Menu
• To import playlists, templates and scenes
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Context Menu

Context menu for the templates tab columns:
• Select All: Selects all templates.
• Clear Selection: Clears the selection of templates.
• Check Selected: Checks the selected templates.
• Uncheck Selected: Unchecks the selected templates.

Option(s) for the Content Import Status window:
• Alternative Concept: Sets an alternative concept for all imported templates 

before the content is imported.

To import playlists, templates and scenes
1. On the Tools menu, select Import to open the Import window.
2. Browse for and select the Viz Content Pilot archive file.
3. Optional: Browse for and select the Viz Engine archive file.
4. Click Next.
5. Select templates and playlists to be imported, and click Next.
6. Click Import Content.
7. Click Next. 
8. Browse and select the location the graphics should be imported to.
9. Click Import Graphics.
10.Click Finish. 

Tip: Check for errors in the import reports.

6.6 Help

 Figure 25: Help menu
• Template Wizard Help (F1): Opens the Viz Template Wizard documentation.
• About: Opens the About window, that contains information about the installed 

Viz Content Pilot version.
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6.7 Toolbar
There is basically one toolbar that operates in two different modes, one for 
template design (Design mode) and one for testing (Run mode). The toolbar 
consists of a set of control, playout and component buttons. In addition the 
toolbar indicates Viz Template Wizard’s connection status to Viz Engine.

See Also
• Toolbar Buttons
• Viz Indicator

6.7.1 Toolbar Buttons
A set of buttons are visible in Run and Design mode. Run mode is used to test the 
templates, while design is for designing the templates. Use the buttons to toggle 
the two modes while working on a template.

• Run (F9): Switches to Run mode. This mode requires that a template is open.
• Design (F9): Switches to Design mode. This mode is the default mode.

Note: Toggle the run and design modes by using the F9 key.

See Also
• Run mode
• Design mode

Run mode

• Load: Loads the scene on Viz and starts the preview.
• Continue: Continues the scene animation if the scene contains stop points.
• Take Out: Takes the scene off-air.
• Back: Resets the scene to its starting position.
• Refresh: Refreshes the scene with new data without reanimating the scene.
• Preview: Loads the scene on Viz and starts the preview.
• Camera (1-4): Previews the scene from 4 camera angles (configured in Viz).

Note: Refresh and Preview requires scenes that use Control Plug-ins.
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Design mode

• New: Opens the Wizard to select scenes for automatic template creation.
• Open: Browses for and open an existing template.
• Save: Opens the Save dialog.

See Also
• Component Palette

6.7.2 Viz Indicator

The Viz indicator located in the upper right corner shows which output machine 
Viz Template Wizard is connected to.

See Also
• To select Viz Engine
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7 Template Manager
Viz Template Wizard’s template manager tool organizes templates and their 
scenes into concepts, templates and variants of templates.

The template manager’s user interface consists of three panes for browsing, and 
a fourth pane that is exposed when managing the concepts, concept templates 
and variants of templates.

The Concepts - ALL, Concept templates and Template variants panes are used for 
creating concepts, adding templates to a concept and defining variants of a 
template within a concept, respectively. It is also possible to edit and delete 
existing concepts, their templates and variants.

This chapter contains information on the following topics:
• Concepts
• Templates
• Variants

7.1 Concepts
When working with concepts there are a few things to keep in mind. First of all, a 
concept is a placeholder for a set of templates, like a folder. Secondly, concepts 
are about reuse of data.

A news concept for the afternoon show might look different than the concept for 
the evening news; however, if you rerun a story from the afternoon show you 
most probably would like to reuse the data used for your evening show. Switching 
concepts and thereby the look and feel of your graphics, reusing the data entered 
during the afternoon makes a lot of sense. Another use case is to output the same 
news story to multiple channels at the same time (aka forked execution, see the 
Viz Content Pilot User’s Guide).

To achieve this you need to create your concepts in Template Manager and add all 
relevant templates to it. Once your first concept is finished you simply duplicate 
the concept for your next concept, swap the scenes the templates for your first 
concept use, and you are done.

This workflow allows you to build a single set of templates for multiple concepts. 
However, this workflow requires the graphics designer to create an identical 
number of scenes with identical properties exposed for each concept in order for 
your templates to be reused. So, design wise the scenes may differ, but property 
wise not (i.e. the exposed properties’ name, type, and order). For example; if a 
one line lower third is created for the afternoon show, there has to be a one line 
lower third for the evening show with the exact same set of properties exposed 
for your template to work.
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 Figure 26: Template manager window

The Concepts - ALL pane lists all available concepts stored on the database. 
Checked concepts are visible to the users. It is also possible to create, update and 
delete concepts using Template Manager.

Selecting a concept from the Concepts -ALL pane will automatically display the 
templates that belong to the selected concept in the Concept templates pane.

If you are creating concepts for broadcast and online publishing you should 
consider applying a naming convention that will make a distinct separation 
between the two concepts. This will help users avoid those concepts that are 
clearly marked for a different use case then theirs. Most often graphics will be 
different in terms of animation and aspect and will not necessarily work in both 
situations. For more information, see Variants.

Also note that concept names created for online publishing have to match the 
concept names defined by Escenic Content Engine or conversely.
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 Figure 27: Create a new concept

Name Description

See Also
• Working with Concepts
• Templates
• Variants

7.2 Working with Concepts

To create a new concept
1. Click the New button in the Concepts - ALL pane to open the New concept 

editor.
2. Enter a name for the concept in the Name of concept field.
3. Click Save.

To edit a concept
1. Select a concept and click the Edit button in the Concepts - ALL pane to open 

the Edit concept editor.
2. Edit the Concept settings and click Save.

To delete a concept
• Select a concept and click the Delete button in the Concepts - ALL pane and in 

the appearing confirmation dialog box click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Table 3: Concept settings

Name of concept Sets the name of the new concept.

Id Is automatically set when the concept is saved.

Active Toggles (active/inactive) the visible state of the concept 
template in the Viz Content Pilot applications. This can also 
be done by checking or unchecking the checkbox beside 
the concept listed in the Concepts - ALL pane.
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CAUTION! All associated data with the concept will be permanently deleted from the 
database.

See Also
• Working with Templates
• Working with Variants

7.3 Templates
Templates are basically fill-in forms for your graphics. In addition they can be 
reused for variations of the graphics within the same concept and copied to other 
design Concepts for reuse. All use cases support reuse of data, meaning that the 
user only needs to fill in data once.

Checked templates are visible to the users. Templates are listed in the Concept 
templates list. To view a concept’s templates just select a concept from the 
Concepts list. Templates can be added, copied, edited or deleted from a concept.

 Figure 28: Add a new template

Selecting a template will automatically list the template’s variants in the Template 
variants pane.

Table 4: Concept template settings

Name Description

Template Name Sets the selected template to be added to the concept.

Template ID Displays the ID of the selected template.

Active Toggles (active/inactive) the visible state of the concept 
template in the Viz Content Pilot applications. This can also 
be done by checking or unchecking the checkbox next to the 
concept template listed in the Concept templates pane.

Scene folder Sets the path to the folder that contains the scene(s) for the 
template. If a template’s scene folder is changed, the scenes 
for every variant of that template (in a specific concept) will 
be re-imported from Viz.
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See Also
• Working with Templates
• Concepts
• Variants

7.4 Working with Templates

To add a template
1. Select a concept from the Concepts - ALL pane the template should be copied 

to.
2. Click New in the Concept templates pane.
3. Select a template from the Template Name drop-list.
4. Browse the Viz directory for the scene to use with the template, and click OK.
5. Click Save.

Note: For transition logic concept templates the procedure is a bit different. See how 
To add a template.

To add a transition logic template
1. Select a concept from the Concepts - ALL pane the template should be copied 

to.
2. Click New in the Concept templates pane.
3. Select a transition logic template from the Template Name drop-list.
4. Browse the Viz directory for the transition logic scenes to use with the 

template. Make sure the selected scenes are tagged OK, and click OK.
5. Click Save.

To copy an unassigned template from the resource panel
1. Select the <Unassigned> template category in Resource Panel.
2. Select a concept from the Concepts - ALL pane the template should be 

assigned to.
3. Drag and drop the unassigned template to the newly selected concept’s 

concept template pane.
4. Click Yes to confirm the action.

Thumbnail Placeholder for the scene’s thumbnail.

Table 4: Concept template settings

Name Description
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To copy a template from one concept to another

1. Select a concept to copy a template from.
2. From the Concept templates pane, drag and drop the template onto one of the 

concepts in the Concepts - ALL pane.

Note: If the template exists within the other concept, the template cannot be copied.

To copy a transition logic template from one concept to another
1. Select the template from the Concept templates pane that will be copied to the 

new concept.
2. Drag and drop the template onto the designated concept listed in the 

Concepts - ALL pane.
3. Confirm that the template should be copied to the new concept.
4. Browse the Viz directory for the transition logic scenes to use with the 

template. Make sure the selected scenes are tagged OK, and click OK.
5. Click Save.

Note: Scenes used by the originating template cannot be selected.

To edit a template
1. Select a template from the Concept templates pane, and click the Edit button 

to open the Edit template editor.
2. Set new properties for the Active and Scene folder settings.

• If you have copied a template from one concept to another you can use the 
Scene folder to set the path for your new design concept.

3. Click Save.

To delete a template

CAUTION! Deleting a template will delete all data elements that reference it.

1. Select a template and click the Delete button located in the Concepts template 
pane.

2. Click Yes in the appearing confirmation dialog box.

See Also
• Working with Concepts
• Working with Variants
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7.5 Variants
With a concept’s template selected the template’s variants are displayed in the 
Template variants pane that allows you to add, edit and delete variants controlling 
standard scenes.

Transition logic variants can only be edited for setting an external ID, description, 
category assignment and stop points. Transition logic does not support variants 
as transition logic is meant to provide the variants all in one, and with seamless 
transitions between them. Hence, transition logic templates will only have a 
Default template variant.

Variants of a template used for online publishing (i.e. Escenic Content Engine) 
must be saved with variant names (<width>x<height>) according to the 
resolution of the image required by the publishing template (e.g. 285x170, 
620x350, 720x295 and so on). It also has to be saved to a concept that is used 
for online publishing (see Concepts)

Variants for standard scenes are basically a set of similar scenes that can be 
controlled using the same template. For this to work, all scenes must be built the 
same way. They must have the same path to the objects that are controlled by the 
template, or alternatively they can be set up with equal control channels. Scene 
objects that are controlled by a template must be of the same kind for the 
template to work across different scenes. 

For example: A template controlling a text object with Field Identifier=1 in one 
scene cannot automatically control an image object with Field Identifier=1 in 
another scene.

 Figure 29: Edit a variant

Table 5: Template variant settings

Name Description

Description of 
variant

Sets a description for the variant. The name will show up as a 
list item in the Template variant list.

Template ID Displays the ID of the selected template.

Active Toggles (active/inactive) the visible state of the template 
variant in the Viz Content Pilot applications. This can also be 
done by checking or unchecking the checkbox next to the 
template variants listed in the Template variants pane.
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See Also
• Working with Variants
• Concepts
• Templates

7.6 Working with Variants

To add or edit a variant
1. Click the New or Edit button in the Template variants pane to open the New 

variant or Edit variant editor.
2. Enter a name in the Description of variant field.
3. Select a scene from the Scene name drop-list.
4. Optional: Enter an External ID.
5. Optional: Set a Category.
6. Click Save.

Note: It is not possible to create variants for transition logic based templates.

Scene folder Sets the path to the folder that contains the scene(s) for the 
template variant. If a template’s scene folder is changed, the 
scenes for every variant of that template (in a specific 
concept) will be re-imported from Viz.

Scene name Lists all scenes available in the Scene folder.

Stop points 
(Default) 

Sets the number of stop points in the scene. This is done to 
show the operator during playout how many times Continue 
has to be executed when the variant is played. It is also used 
by automation systems to enable automatic execution of the 
Continue commands.

Custom ID 
(Optional)

Assigns a custom ID to a variant. This is only needed if some 
external logic is to be executed with the variant or a selection 
of variant with the same ID are to be extracted and 
processed.

External ID Assigns a unique ID used for integration with external 
systems such as a newsroom system. The List button opens a 
window that shows the external IDs in use. Right-click an ID 
to edit the variant with that ID. See also External ID used with 
Import components.

Category Sets the category for which the template variant can be 
filtered. See Categories and Channels.

Table 5: Template variant settings

Name Description
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To delete a variant
• Click the Delete button in the Template variants pane, and confirm the 

deletion.

CAUTION! Deleting a variant will delete all data elements that references it.

See Also
• Working with Concepts
• Working with Templates
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8 Resource Panel
The resource panel lists all available templates, and the exposed objects or scene 
objects when a template is opened.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Templates
• Exposed Objects
• Scene Objects
• Layer Panel

8.1 Templates
 Figure 30: Templates

• Concepts: Lists all concepts. Available options are All, Unassigned and all 
visible user created concepts. Hidden concepts must be made visible by 
checking them off in the Template Manager.

• Name: Lists all templates for the selected concept.

Context menu

• Open: Opens the template in the editing area
• Show templates concepts: Opens the template manager tool displaying the 

selected template’s associated concept(s)
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• Remove from concept: Removes the template from the selected concept and 
permanently deletes the template’s associated data from the database

• Delete: Deletes the template and all its associated data from the database
• Refresh: Updates the template list
• Rename: Renames the template

To open a template
• Double-click or drag and drop a template onto the workspace to open the 

template Editors.

8.2 Exposed Objects
 Figure 31: Exposed objects

The Exposed Objects view displays a selected template’s exposed objects. 
Exposed objects can, as with an old-style Scene Objects template, be dragged and 
dropped onto the template for further customization.

With a template loaded, the Exposed objects window will show a list of all 
exposed objects and properties of a scene.

Selecting a component on the template highlights the object it refers to, and if 
selecting an objects property from the Exposed objects list, the corresponding 
component will be highlighted on the template. In both cases the Components 
opens, revealing the component’s properties. For example, the object Name has 
one component on the template; a text box (01) for the Name object, a second 
text box component can be added for kerning (01.kerning).

Note: A template with exposed objects uses control plug-ins.

To add a component from the Exposed Objects pane
• Simply drag and drop the exposed object onto the template and a default 

component will be added based on the data type of the property.

See Also 
• Scene Objects
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8.3 Scene Objects
 Figure 32: Scene objects

The Scene Objects view displays the scene tree displaying its scene objects, 
available control channels and directors. Scene objects can, as with an Exposed 
Objects template, be dragged and dropped onto the template for further 
customization.

Note: Exposing scene objects is commonly used with Viz Content Pilot version 4 and 
older as they do not have support for control plug-ins.
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8.4 Layer Panel
 Figure 33: Layer panel

When creating templates based on transition logic scenes, the layer panel is 
displayed (lower-left). The layer panel is shown when editing transition logic 
templates, and enables the template designer to see the logical layers of the 
template and all front scenes within a specific layer. The panel also allows the 
user to change the description of the front scene, open it in Viz Artist for editing, 
to add, change or remove a front scene.

In a template, each layer is represented with a drop-down with all front scenes 
that can be taken on-air for that specific layer.

• Add scene: Adds a front scene to the template either as part of an existing 
layer or as part of a new layer. Additional front scenes must refer to the same 
background scene as the other scenes.

• Change scene: Changes the front scene in the selected layer.
• Remove scene: Removes the front scene from the selected layer.
• Open in Viz Artist: Opens the front scene in Viz Artist for editing.

Also note that transition logic templates that reside in two or more concepts are 
kept synchronized when adding or changing scenes. Concepts that do not contain 
the same set of front scenes on Viz or have a different background scene are not 
in sync. If this situation occurs, the user is informed with an explanation of what 
is wrong, and the operation is cancelled.
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Out of sync situations may occur if a transition logic template that resides in two 
or more concepts is opened, front scenes are changed or added that is only to be 
found in one of the concept’s scene paths or a scene with a different background 
scene.
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9 Editors
Viz Template Wizard has three main editors for creating templates, logic and 
custom execution logic.

See Also
• Template Editor
• Script Editor
• Update Script Editor
• Execution Logic Editor

9.1 Template Editor
The template editor is basically the tool used to create and edit a template’s user 
interface. Templates can be created from scratch, or by using the Wizard to select 
the scene the template should control. The latter adds a default set of 
components to the template during scene import.

The components added when using the Wizard tool are based on the Exposed 
Objects information in the scene; however, components can be replaced and new 
ones added to extend or change the functionality of the template and to change 
the appearance and behavior of the scene.

Note that the template name (square brackets) and the scene path is visible in the 
template window’s title bar. For standard scenes the scene name is used; 
however, for transition logic scenes the background scene name is used.

IMPORTANT! Always remember To test templates before deploying them.

• Edit Image ...: Adds a Static Image to be used as for example a template 
background. Only available when using the Static Image component.

IMPORTANT! When using the static image component, use compressed image types 
like JPG or lossless ones like PNG to conserve space. It does not need to be a small 
image in pixel size. The whole template is streamed to the database as a BLOB, and 
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the image data will not be touched, so a JPG or PNG will use a lot less space than a 
BMP that is not compressed.

• Fields Editor: Adds string components to represent database fields using an 
active database connection. Only available when using specific DataBase 
Components.

• Align to Grid: Aligns the template’s selected component to the template grid.
• Bring to Front: Brings the template’s selected component to front of all 

stacked components.
• Send to Back: Brings the template’s selected component to the back of all 

stacked components.
• Align: Enables the user to set the Align of the template’s components.
• Size: Enables the user to set the size of the template’s components (see Size 

and Scale).
• Scale: Enables the user to set the scale of the template’s components (see Size 

and Scale).
• Tab Order: Enables the user to set the Tab Order for the template’s 

components.
• Creation Order: Enables the user to set the Creation Order for the template’s 

components.

See Also
• Editors
• Standalone Templates
• Transition Logic Templates
• Template Testing
• Align
• Size and Scale
• Tab Order
• Creation Order
• Background Images

9.1.1 Standalone Templates
 Figure 34: Standalone template

Standalone templates are only based on a single scene as opposed to Transition 
Logic Templates.
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See Also
• Editors
• Wizard
• To generate a standalone template

To generate a standalone template
1. Select Wizard on the File menu.
2. Add the scene.
3. Click Next
4. Select the exposed objects that should be added to the template 

automatically.
5. Click Finish.
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9.1.2 Transition Logic Templates
 Figure 35: Transition logic template

A transition logic scene consists of a background scene and a set of front scenes. 
When the front scenes are used to create a template in Viz Template Wizard, the 
front scenes are created as GEOMs (objectified). The objects are added to the 
background scene in their respective placeholders called layers; hence, once the 
template is used to play out the scenes the actual front scenes are not used, but 
their objects in the background scene.

When generating a transition logic template the logical layers, visible in the Layer 
Panel, are placed on the template in separate group boxes. Each group box also 
has a drop-down menu with all the GEOMs (i.e. the front scenes) for that layer. 
The currently selected front scene is reflected by the ActiveLayerID property for 
the TVTWLayerControl component.

A background scene can contain many logical layers. A layer is a placeholder for 
front scene objects (graphical elements) that are supposed to be on air one at the 
time. To have independent elements that can be on-air simultaneously, new 
logical layers must be added to the background scene.
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Each layer can have several states, being anything from position on screen to 
layout variants, and off screen.

By using this method several independent graphical elements can be on air at the 
same time and they can be taken in and out independently. Transitions can be 
built into the background in order to obtain a smooth transition between the 
different states.

To make Viz Template Wizard generate transition logic templates correctly there 
is one important design convention that needs to be followed.

As a general rule, all scenes must have unique Field identifiers for all Control 
Plug-ins. The identifier can be both text and numbers but there must be no 
spaces.

There is one exception where it is allowed and also useful to have the same Field 
identifier on multiple Control Plug-ins:
• For scenes that use the same logical layer, which means that they will not be 

on-air at the same time, the same Field identifier for values of the same data 
type can be used. In the template these values can be set in one editor instead 
of by several, one set for each scene when using unique Field identifiers for 
all.

The description label for the editor will be the same so it must work logically for 
both objects, otherwise the user might be confused.

An example where using the same identifier is meaningful:
• When having two OTS graphics with an image and a text in the same logical 

layer, one on the left side and one on the right side, it is possible to name 
both Control Text plugin Field identifiers for OTS_Text, and the Control Image 
plugin Field identifiers OTS_Image.

With common identifiers for the two OTS text elements and the two OTS image 
elements, the Wizard will only generate one set of components. This setup will 
work nicely since they will never be on the screen at the same time.

See Also
• Editors
• Layer Panel
• Wizard
• To generate a transition logic template

To generate a transition logic template
1. Select Wizard on the File menu.
2. Add the front scenes that are controlled by the background scene.
3. Click Next
4. Select the exposed objects that should be added to the template 

automatically.
5. Click Finish.
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Note: The background scene cannot be selected! If a background scene is selected 
an error message is shown, telling that the scene cannot be selected.

9.1.3 Template Testing
It is good practice to create procedures on how To test templates. The procedure 
below is an example of how to best test templates before using them in a 
production environment.

See Also
• To test templates

To test templates
1. Design and test scene(s) in Viz Artist.
2. Double check all Control Objects in Viz Artist.
3. Design, with the help of the Wizard tool, the template and save it in a test 

Concept.
4. Clean-up the template layout and do a manual and final design.
5. Test template in Viz Template Wizard

• Playout and Control Objects
• Scripts
• Special Characters

6. Test template in VCP’s Newsroom Component.
• Tab order of all components
• Default save name (& Save Template window on/off if used)
• Variants
• Optional: Crop Tool

7. Test playout of data elements from a control room with a Viz Content Pilot 
client.

8. Deploy template to journalists.

9.1.4 Align
Components can be positioned manually by drag and drop, or by selecting 
multiple components and use the built in alignment functions. It is also possible 
to snap components to the template grid.

See Also
• To position components
• To position components by snapping them to the grid
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To position components

1. Select the component(s) to align.
2. Right-click on the template and from the appearing context menu select 

Align.
3. Set the horizontal and vertical alignments and click OK.

To position components by snapping them to the grid

• Position components to the template grid automatically by selecting Snap to 
Grid on the View menu.

9.1.5 Size and Scale

Setting the size and scale of components can be done per component or by 
selecting a group of components, and can be used to make text boxes and other 
components of the same type have the same size and/or scale.
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 Figure 36: Size

• Width/Height: Sets the width or height for the selected component(s).
• No Change: No changes are applied to the width or height of the selected 

component(s).
• Shrink to smallest: Shrinks the size of all components to the same as the 

smallest.
• Grow to largest: Grows the size of all components to the same as the 

largest.
• Width/Height: Sets a custom width/height for the selected component(s).

 Figure 37: Scale

• Scaling Factor: Sets the scaling factor in percentage.

See Also 
• To set the component(s) size
• To set the component(s) scale

To set the component(s) size
1. Select the component(s) to size by pressing SHIFT and clicking the 

component(s).
2. Right-click the template, and on the appearing context menu select Size.
3. Set the Width and Height properties and click OK.

To set the component(s) scale
1. Select the component(s) to scale by pressing SHIFT and clicking the 

component(s).
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2. Right-click the template, and on the appearing context menu select Scale.
3. Set the Scaling Factor (percentage) and click OK.

9.1.6 Tab Order
 Figure 38: Tab order

This option enables the template user to press the TAB key to move between the 
different fields (i.e. components) on the template. 

See Also
• To set the tab order

To set the tab order

1. Right-click on the template and on the appearing context menu select Tab 
Order... .

2. Arrange the order by selecting items and using the arrow buttons, or drag and 
drop, to move them up and down.

3. When done click OK.
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9.1.7 Creation Order
 Figure 39: Creation order

Use the Creation Order dialog to specify the order in which the template creates 
nonvisual components. The order is used when the form is loaded at design time 
or run time. A nonvisual component is a component that is visible when 
designing, but has no appearance at runtime until it is called (e.g. SaveDialog), or 
simply has no appearance at all at runtime (e.g. TWComPort).

The Listbox only displays nonvisual components on the active template, their 
type, and their current creation order. The default creation order is determined by 
the order in which the nonvisual components are placed on the template.

9.1.8 Background Images

Use of large size (bytes) background images in templates are not recommended. 
This is made possible by the Static Image component; however, for every data 
element that uses the template, a copy of the template is created and saved on 
the database, including the background image.

9.2 Script Editor
 Figure 40: Editors, Object inspector

There are two ways of adding scripts to a template. Scripts that are specific to the 
template can be added in the Main script tab, or as separate scripts (from the 
Main script) created as Script Units.
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Tip: Script Units can be stored as reusable scripts for more than one template and 
can be used as a means of organizing scripts into functional and logical pieces.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Context Menu
• Toolbar
• Script Units
• Live Update
• Viz Trio Template

9.2.1 Context Menu
A right click on the Script Editor opens a context menu. Some menu options are 
disabled for the Main scripting window but enabled for the Unit scripting 
window(s). These additional options are: Save, Save As, Save to Repository and 
Close. Script units are often created to be generic and reusable.

• New edit window: Opens a tab with a new script editor.
• Open: Opens a script file in a separate tab. See also how To reopen used script 

units.
• Insert from file...: Inserts script file, adding it as a script unit to the script that 

was open at the time of the operation.
• Save (CTRL+S): Saves a script unit to the computer (not to repository).
• Save As: Saves a script unit with a new name to the computer (not to 

repository).
• Save to repository (CTRL+R): Saves edited script units to the database 

repository.
• Close (CTRL+F4): Closes a script unit.
• Select All (CTRL+A): Selects all text in the script.
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• Undo (CTRL+Z): Undoes the latest change.
• Redo (CTRL+Y): Redoes the latest undo action.
• Copy (CTRL+C): Copies selected text in the script.
• Cut (CTRL+X): Cuts selected text in the script.
• Paste (CTRL+V): Pastes content from the clipboard.
• Toggle Bookmarks: Adds and remove a bookmark in the script at the line 

where the cursor is by toggling bookmarks on and off. 
• Goto Bookmarks: Makes the cursor jump to a bookmark.
• Find... (CTRL+F): Search for a text string.
• Replace: Search for a text string and replace it by another string.
• Use script unit..: Makes the main script use a script unit. A string of this form: 

‘USEUNIT myscript, in the main script shows that a unit is used. The script 
units are saved back to the repository when a template is saved and the local 
copies are updated every time the program is started.

• Refresh Scripts: Loads updated script units from the database.

When a template with script units is saved, a dialog appears asking for script units 
to be saved to the existing database. Use the Save to Repository menu option to 
save script units to the database without saving the template.

9.2.2 Toolbar

• Open Script Unit: Opens a script file in a separate tab. See also how To reopen 
used script units.

• Predefined Functions: Shows the dialog box for Predefined Functions and 
variables, and adds them to the script. Brief descriptions of the functions are 
given in the Predefined Functions window. 

• Show Library Scripts: Displays available Script Units that are not already used 
as script units in the currently open script.

Note: Scripts that are added to a local folder should, if they are permanently used, be 
added to the database repository, see To save script units to the repository.

• Syntax Check: This button checks the syntax of the scripts and reports errors. 
Errors are shown below the script pane.

• Save to Repository (CTRL+R): Saves edited script units to the database 
repository. For details, see To save script units to the repository.
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• Close Unit (CTRL+F4): Closes the selected script unit. See also how To reopen 
used script units.

• Change Font: Change the font type and font size for the script editor.

• Drop-list: The drop-list lists all functions and procedures that are declared in 
the script. Select an item from the list to jump to the point in the script where 
that function or procedure starts.

9.2.3 Script Units
All script units are stored on the database. When Viz Template Wizard is started, 
all script units from the database repository are downloaded to a local folder. 

Example: C:\Program Files\Vizrt\ Viz Content Pilot 5.x\Scripts

New script units can be saved to the database when the template is saved. If the 
script unit is updated and already exists on the database, a dialog with three 
options appears, asking if the database script unit should be updated with the 
local copy. The following options are;
• Yes: Saves the template, and updates the script unit(s) on the database.
• No: Saves the template, but does not update the script unit(s) on the database. 
• Cancel: Cancels all save operations for the template and script unit(s).

Script units that are saved back to the repository when a template is saved 
updates the local script unit copies every time the program is started.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• To insert a local script into the main script
• To use a script unit from the repository
• To reopen used script units
• To save script units to the repository
• To retrieve script units from the database
• To resolve conflicts between local and repository script units

To insert a local script into the main script
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1. Place the marker in the current script where the contents of the new script 
should be placed.

2. Right-click the Align, and on the appearing Context Menu select Insert from 
File ... .

3. In the Open dialog box, select the script and click Open.

To use a script unit from the repository
1. Click the Show library scripts button to open the Use unit dialog box
2. Search and select the script unit to add, and click OK.

Note: A string of the form ‘USEUNIT <myscript> in the main script shows that 
the template is using a script unit.

Tip: Delete ‘USEUNIT comments from the Main script that represents unused Script 
Units. ‘USEUNIT comments are used to sort the list of available Script Units.

To reopen used script units
A template with script units will not by default display the script unit tabs if the 
template is closed and later reopened. To reopen used script units do either of the 
following:

1. Place the marker in front of the ‘USEUNIT <myscript> tag and press the 
CTRL+ENTER keys on the keyboard, or

2. Right-click the Align, and on the appearing Context Menu select Open ... .
3. In the Open dialog box, select the used script unit and click Open.

To save script units to the repository

1. Open the Align.
2. Right-click the editor, and on the appearing Context Menu select New Edit 

Window.
3. Write/Add the script that will be saved to the repository.
4. Click the Save button (CTRL+R)
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5. In the Save As dialog box enter the File name and click Save.

Tip: Create and save a test script and delete it from the local Script Units folder. 
Restart Viz Template Wizard to test that the script is uploaded correctly.

To retrieve script units from the database
This procedure can be used to download new or updated scripts (for example on 
other clients) while Viz Template Wizard is running.

• On the File menu, select Refresh Scripts.

To resolve conflicts between local and repository script units

When new files are uploaded to the client, there might be cases where repository 
files are different from local files. To handle situations like these, a user can do 
one of two things:

1. Overwrite the local file with the repository file, or
2. Rename the local file and then overwrite.

It is also possible to use a file comparison tool (aka diff tool) to compare the file in 
the repository with your local file. When specifying which tool to use, add the 
entry diff_tool in the ContentPilot.ini file. The diff_tool entry should also be 
followed by the path to the tool itself.

Example: diff_tool=C:\ProgramFiles\Araxis\Araxis Merge 2001 v6.0 
Professional\Merge.exe

9.2.4 Live Update
Live Update, which now is superseded by the Update Services, can be used to 
update data by adding the OnLiveUpdate function to the Script Editor. This 
function is called at regular intervals when the template is on air after being run 
from the playlist in Viz Content Pilot. The function can be used to continuously 
update the scene with new data (e.g. stock quotes).
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Using the OnLiveUpdate function requires that the template is Saved with the 
Live Update check-box checked.

Note: The update intervals are set in the ContentPilot.ini file.

It is also possible to do “live updates” using the OnActionEvent function, 
however, this function is not called at regular intervals, but when specific actions 
are performed in the VCP client interface (e.g. Start, Continue, Back etc.).

The Live Update mechanism relies on the VCP client executing the scripts. This 
means that you will have to have a VCP client up and running at all times when 
there are Live Update templates in the playlist. For other control applications such 
as Viz Trio this is not an optimal workflow; hence, the Update Script mechanism is 
recommended as it works on the Media Sequencer alone, and is therefore 
available to all products connecting to the Media Sequencer.

CAUTION! Having a VCP client up and running at all times when there are numerous 
Live Update templates in the playlist will cause the VCP client to load all templates in 
the background and consequently use a lot of memory.

See Also
• Predefined Functions
• Update Script Editor

9.2.5 Viz Trio Template
It is possible to create templates that can be used in Viz Trio. This following 
example and procedure explains what to in order to create a custom user 
interface for Viz Trio. Note that the Script Example uses specific Viz Trio macro 
commands. Viz Template Wizard is unable to fully test Viz Trio templates; hence, 
a Viz Trio client is needed.

This section contains information on the following topics

• Script Example
• To create a template for Viz Trio

Script Example

The OnClick event (i.e. defined as “Button1Click”) triggers the macro command 
TrioCmd with the parameters to read, set a value, and take page 1000 on air.

Sub Button1Click(Sender) 
TrioCmd("page:read 1000") 
TrioCmd("page:set_property 01 ") & yourvalue 
TrioCmd("page:take") 
End Sub

For more information on macro commands, see the Viz Trio User’s Guide.

To create a template for Viz Trio
1. Choose File and New to create a blank template.
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2. Add components and define script events as needed (see Script Example).
3. Add Viz Trio macros to the code that will be triggered by the events.
4. Save the template to a file, and copy it to the Viz Trio client machine’s 

vtwtemplates directory or shared directory.
5. Start the Viz Trio client and set the template to active in the Show Settings.

See Also
• Viz Trio User’s Guide on Macro Commands.

9.3 Update Script Editor

The Update Script Editor allows you to add scripts that will be executed by Update 
Services on the server side, and not on the client side through the VCP client.

The Update Script Editor consists of two tabs; Script and Actions.
• The Script tab allows you to select Viz Content Pilot’s own Update Service or 

to use an external update service (e.g. third party).
• The Actions tab allows you to select the actions on which the script service 

should be used. Script actions are based on events (Read, Take and Update) 
that are triggered on the Media Sequencer.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Update Services
• Update Service Scripting
• Vizrt Data Format (VDF)
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See Also
• Viz Content Pilot User’s Guide on Pilot Data Server

9.3.1 Update Services
Update services are mechanisms that let the template designer decide when to 
update data in the template, and also which fields to update. This is useful for 
data that should be updated right before going on air. Typical examples are stock 
values, player statistics etc.

 Figure 41: Update service

In Viz Template Wizard you have two options where first is to use Viz Content 
Pilot’s own Update Script mechanism. This means that you can write a script 
updating the data that will be run by VCP’s Update Service during playout.

 Figure 42: External update service

Alternatively you can point the template (no script) to an external update service 
(e.g. third party), that can return updated data using the Vizrt Data Format (VDF).

In addition to the two service mechanisms you can also select which actions on 
the Media Sequencer that should be triggered during an update (read, take etc) 
and set the timeout for each action.

Unlike the Live Update mechanism that relies on the VCP client executing the 
scripts update services work on the Media Sequencer alone, and is therefore 
available to all products connected to the Media Sequencer.

The update script does not have access to components in the template, only the 
data, so the template does not need to be loaded by the VCP client which is the 
case for Live Update scripts.
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Note: Using update services currently does not allow updates at regular intervals.

9.3.2 Update Service Scripting
The entry point for using VCP’s update service is a method called 
OnUpdatePayload. The method has the following signature: Sub 
OnUpdatePayload(Data).

The Data parameter contains the incoming data and the data can be modified in 
the OnUpdatePayload script.

Data Properties Description

PayloadField properties Description

Sample script that updates all the incoming fields and set their values to “New 
value from script”.

Sub OnUpdatePayload(Data) 
 
For i=0 to Data.Count-1 
Set field = Data.FieldAt(i) 
field.Value = "New value from script" 
Next 
 
End Sub

Tip: Data treated outside the OnUpdatePayload function (e.g. fetching external data 
from files or databases) must be returned before the OnUpdatePayload function 
ends.

9.3.3 Vizrt Data Format (VDF)
In order to implement an external update service, you need to parse and return a 
Vizrt Data Format (vdf) document to the Media Sequencer. The document is 
posted to the external update service by the Media Sequencer.

In order to work with the data formats you have to know how the data is 
structured when it is sent from the Media Sequencer to Viz (e.g. by looking at the 
Media Sequencer’s console), and work with the data that is sent; however, we 

Table 6: Properties and methods

Data.Count Number of fields in the Data.

Data.FieldAt(index) Returns a PayloadField at the given index.

Data(“1”) Returns the PayloadField with the given name. “1” in 
this example.

Name The name of the field.

Value The name of the field.
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highly recommend that you contact your local Vizrt representative in order to get 
the current version of the VDF.

Example VDF:

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?> 
 
<payload xmlns="http://www.vizrt.com/types"> 
 
<field name="foo"> 
<value>bar</value> 
</field> 
 
<field name="otherfoo"> 
<value>otherbar</value> 
</field> 
 
</payload>

9.4 Execution Logic Editor
 Figure 43: Execution Logic editor

The Execution Logic editor consists of three panes; a list of commands, a 
command editor and a list-view displaying syntax errors. In addition the editor 
has a search feature.
• Command list: Displays the available commands. Available context menu 

options are Clear selected command and Clear all commands. 
• Clear selected command: Clears the execution logic for the selected 

command.
• Clear all commands: Clears all execution logic for all commands.

• Command editor: Displays the currently selected command and its execution 
logic. Available context menu options are Insert default action and Find.
• Insert default action: Inserts the default command <ref>/logic/element/
run</ref>.
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• Find (CTRL+F): Opens the Find tool.
• Syntax error list: Displays any syntax errors in any of the commands. It is not 

possible to close the window with changes to any command before all syntax 
errors are resolved.

• Find (CTRL+F): Searches the currently open command’s execution logic.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Example I
• To enable the execution logic editor
• To add execution logic to a template

Example I

The following example shows how execution logic can be used to play an 
element, do a Continue after five (5) seconds, and then a Take Out after ten (10) 
seconds.

Perform the standard logic operation immediately using an unmodified command 
= "run".

<ref>/logic/element/run</ref>

After 5 seconds run the standard logic operation again, but this time with a 
modified command = "continue".

<relative> 
<ref timecode="00:00:05:00" command="continue">/logic/element/run</
ref> 
</relative>

After 10 seconds run the standard logic operation again, but this time with a 
modified command = "out".
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<relative> 
<ref timecode="00:00:10:00" command="out">/logic/element/run</ref> 
</relative>

For more information on how to create execution logic, see the Media Sequencer 
manual on how to use the Media Sequencer’ logic building blocks.

To enable the execution logic editor
1. Check the Execution Logic Editor option on the Object Inspector pane, or 
2. Select Execution Logic Editor on the View menu.

To add execution logic to a template
1. Open the Execution Logic editor.
2. Click on one of the existing commands (left pane)
3. Add the logic in the editor (right pane) and click OK.
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10 Components
This chapter gives an introduction to how Viz Template Wizard’s components can 
be used (e.g. with scripting), which properties are commonly used and so on, and 
how to access the components and understand the Component Properties.

By configuring Viz Template Wizard’s Component Palette it is possible to expose 
more components located in the Unused category. These components can be 
used though their properties in most cases are not capable of UTF-8 encoding.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Object Inspector
• Standard Components components
• Additional Components components
• DataBase Components components
• Communication components
• Dialogs components
• Import components
• Viz Control components
• Other components
• Component Properties
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10.1 Object Inspector
 Figure 44: Object Inspector

The Object Inspector basically displays Component Properties which enables the 
designer to configure them, and add Component Events through scripting. All 
properties use the ControlObjectName property that ties the Exposed Objects or 
Scene Objects (see the Resource Panel) from the graphics scene to the template.

The majority of components have a lot of properties where most are only used in 
special cases; hence, the inspector’s separated properties view.

It is also possible to sort properties by category or name by clicking the sort 
buttons. By default properties are sorted by name.

It is also possible to use the inspector to change the Template Thumbnail.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• ControlObjectName
• Component Properties
• Component Events
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• Template Thumbnail

10.1.1 ControlObjectName
 Figure 45: ControlObjectName

All components that support graphic scenes with Control Plug-ins have the 
ControlObjectName property which shows the exposed object property it is 
connected to. The value is linked to the structure and numbering of the exposed 
objects. The value below the 01 (Headline) entry named 01 holds the default value 
since its name is the same as the main entry (01(Headline)). In this case it is a text 
string. The ControlObjectName for this value is then 01. The kerning value for the 
text string is grouped under the 01 node and gets the ControlObjectName 
01.kerning. The naming convention is “objectname.propertyname”.

Note: It is good practice for scene designers to name the scene’s Field Identifiers as 
01, 02, and 03 instead of 1,2,3,4 ... 11,12 and so on. The latter will cause data to be 
assigned to the wrong fields when using the Import components because the Media 
Sequencer will place 11 and 12 before 2 and so on.

To see a component’s properties
• Start Viz Template Wizard, add a component to the template, and use the 

Object Inspector on the right to browse through the different properties.

See Also
• Object Inspector
• Resource Panel

10.1.2 Component Events
If scripting is enabled for a template (see Components), each component will 
show the Events tab. The Events tab lists all possible events that can call scripts 
when certain user actions, functional or procedural events are triggered.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Example I
• Example II
• To add an event
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Example I

Scenario; A user clicks a button on a template and an OnClick event triggers a 
new event that loads a piece of data into a dialog box.

 Figure 46: OnClick event

The above image depicts a solution to the scenario with an OnClick event where 
the button’s Sender object is an argument to the Sub procedure Button1Click. 
The event name is comprised by the Name (Button1) property and the event type 
(OnClick). The Sender object contains all the component properties of the 
sender.

Note: Do not mistake the Name property for the Caption property. The Caption 
property is what is displayed on the button, and the Name property is what is used 
to reference it. 

A click on the button triggers the OnClick event, and displays a message box 
with the button’s font type, name, width in pixels and its label.

Example II

Scenario; A user adds two numbers to summarize a score result.
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The scenario from Example I can be used to extend to fit scenario of Example II by 
using the same event on several components, linking them to the same piece of 
code. The example uses a small piece of code with one global value, two 
procedures and a function to calculate the value.

Dim globalTotalValue 
 
Sub clearClick(Sender) 
globalTotalValue = 0 
txtValue1.Text = "" 
txtValue2.Text = "" 
txtSum.Text = "" 
End sub 
 
Sub addValue(Sender) 
calculate(CInt(Sender.Text)) 
End sub 
 
Function calculate(value) 
globalTotalValue = globalTotalValue + Value 
txtSum.Text = globalTotalValue 
End Function

The two text fields are named Value 1 and Value 2, and they both have the 
OnExit event defined as addValue. Entering a value in field 1, and exiting it, will 
trigger the event addValue which sends the value (Sender.Text) to the calculate 
function. The calculate function calculates the value and sets the new 
globalTotalValue in the text field, named txtSum. The two value fields share 
this small piece of code.

To add an event
1. Check the Enable script option in the Object Inspector (CTRL+F12) to enable 

scripting
2. Click the Events tab, and double-click an the empty field to the right of the 

event. This creates a default event name and inserts a script framework (sub 
procedure) into the script editor.
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10.1.3 Template Thumbnail
 Figure 47: Thumbnail image

All templates use the thumbnail generated when the scene was saved in Viz Artist. 
Multi-scene templates (e.g. Transition Logic) use the thumbnail from the first 
scene that is added to the Wizard’s Selected scenes pane (Wizard’s step 2).

It is also possible to select a custom image (e.g. jpeg, bmp) by double-clicking 
the Thumbnail image (lower-right) in Viz Template Wizard; however, these cannot 
be based on Viz Artist scene icons.

Thumbnails are visible in the Viz Content Pilot client and Newsroom Component.

10.1.4 Scripting Support
Visual Basic Scripting (VBScript) is supported by Viz Template Wizard. The 
supported version is dependent on the installed version on the computer(s). To 
find the VBScript version that is installed, localize and see the properties of the 
vbscript.dll file.

Example: C:\WINDOWS\system32\vbscript.dll

For a user’s and language reference guide on VBScript, see the Microsoft 
Developer Network (MSDN).

As part of the component descriptions, some VBScript examples are given to 
show how the components can be used with scripting.

To enable scripting
• Check the Enable script option in the Object Inspector (CTRL+F12) to enable 

scripting

Note: CTRL+F12 will toggle the Template- and Script Editor.

10.2 Standard Components
Standard components are the most commonly used components. This section 
contains information on the following topics:

• Unicode Label
• Unicode Edit
• Unicode Memo
• Image with Name And Title Linking
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• Panel
• Unicode Button
• Unicode CheckBox
• Unicode Radio Button
• Unicode ComboBox
• Unicode ListBox
• Unicode GroupBox
• Static Image
• Page Control
• Template Information
• Person Information

10.2.1 Unicode Label

Label adds a basic text label to the template.

Basic Properties
• Caption: Changes the label text.
• Font: Sets the font type and size.

Script Example

Sub InitForm 
TWUniLabel1.Font.Color = clRed 
End Sub

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.2 Unicode Edit

 

Edit adds a basic text field editor to the template.

Basic Properties
• EnableSpellCheck: Enables spell checking for the text field.
• Name: Sets the name of the text field.
• UTF8Text: Sets the text in the text field.
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Script Example

Sub InitForm 
TWUniLabel1.Font.Color = clRed 
TWUniEdit1.Text = TWUniLabel1.UTF8Text 
End Sub

To spell check using the spell check function
1. Use the Wizard to create a new template (e.g. a lower third with a text field).
2. Add a Unicode Edit or Unicode Memo field to the template
3. Check the Enable script option in the Object Inspector (CTRL+F12) to enable 

scripting
4. Add the following script:

Sub TWUniButton1Click(Sender) 
TWUniEdit1.EnableSpellcheck = true 
InvokeSpellCheck Sender.Owner 
TWUniEdit1.EnableSpellcheck = false 
End sub

• The script will invoked spell checking for a Unicode Edit field named 
TWUniEdit1, and triggered by the event TWUniButton1Click.

5. Save the template.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.3 Unicode Memo

Memo is a wrapper for a multiline edit control. Multiline edit boxes allow the user 
to enter more than one line of text. They are appropriate for representing lengthy 
information.

Basic Properties
• EnableSpellCheck: Enables spell checking for the text field.
• Name: Sets the name of the multiline text field.
• UTF8Text: Sets the text in the text field.
• WordWrap: Wraps a section of words, adding line breaks (See All properties 

tab).
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Script Example

Sub InitForm 
TWUniLabel1.Font.Color = clRed 
TWUniEdit1.Text = TWUniLabel1.UTF8Text 
TWUniMemo1.UTF8Text = TWUniLabel1.UTF8Text & vbCrLf & 
TWUniLabel1.UTF8Text 
End Sub

Note: The code snippet vbCrLf adds a line break after the first text element.

When enabling the WordWrap property, the width of the template’s text box 
decides where the line breaks in the graphics will be. Hence, the output on the 
renderer might not be as intended. If the template’s text box is narrower than 
what the scene allows, the output will have line breaks according to the text box, 
and not according to the scene design. To solve this, either use the Wrap Fixed 
Unicode Memo component without WordWrap, or add a script that can remove all 
line breaks. The example below is most useful for scenes with only one text 
paragraph.

sub InitForm 
temp1 = TWUniMemo1.UTF8Text 
temp1 = replace(temp1, chr(10), "") 
temp1 = replace(temp1, chr(13), "") 
TWUniMemo1.UTF8Text = temp1 
end sub

Tip: Use the Wrap Fixed Unicode Memo component to avoid scripting.

See Also
• Component Properties
• To spell check using the spell check function

10.2.4 Image with Name And Title Linking

This component has a flexible use. It can of course be used for setting images in 
Viz Artist, but it can also be configured to control backgrounds, objects and 
materials. In addition it has a special feature making it possible to add a video 
instead of an image.

Default image component settings when added to a new template is isDatabase 
and isImage; however, in most cases the actual control object properties of the 
scene will decide what components and settings to use. For example if it is a 
maps template, that is based on a maps enabled scene, the setting might be 
isCuriousMaps or isAdvancedCuriousMaps.
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This section contains information on the following topics:

• Basic Properties
• Events
• Preset Image Size
• Script Example
• To enable the crop tool
• To add person information to the template
• To use additional fields

Basic Properties

• AlwaysUseCropTool: Enables the crop tool to appear by default when using the 
isDataBase, isFileOpen and isPaste image source options.

• ControlObjectName: Links the component to a exposed scene object.
• DestWidth: Sets the destination width of the image, forcing the size of the 

image used in the scene to be of a specific width. For details, see  Preset 
Image Size.

• DestHeight: Sets the destination height of the image, forcing the size of the 
image used in the scene to be of a specific height. For details, see  Preset 
Image Size.

• EvObjects: Add the path to more object containers to receive the same value 
as the object defined in ObjectPath. Add the name of containers with 
“$containername” or the full Viz Engine path. Other objects must have the 
same keyframe name as the main object.
• HideObjects: Define other objects that should be hidden when the main 

image object is hidden.
• HideOnEmpty: If selected, the object is set to hidden in the scene if no 

image is loaded.
• ObjectPath: Reference to the object to control in the Viz Artist scene. Enter the 

path to the object in the scene. Use full Viz Artist-path or the name of the 
container with a dollar-sign ($) in front (the container must then have a 
unique name in the scene tree).

• ImageSources: Enables different ImageSource options.
• isAdvancedCuriousMap: Allows the user to search and select a map from 

the Viz World Client.
• isArdome: Allows the user to search and select clips from Viz Ardome.
• isBackground: Deprecated. 
• isDatabase: Allows the user to search and select a still image from the Viz 

Object Store database.
• isCuriousMap: Allows the user to search and select a map from the Viz 

World Client (simplified version).
• isFileOpen: Allows the user to search and select an image from disk. Note 

that the image must be available on the Viz Engine using the same shared 
path. 

• isImage: Allows the user to search the Viz image pool for images through 
the VCP client’s Viz resource tab. Viz 3.x images are stored on the Viz 
Graphic Hub while Viz 2.x images are stored on its data root.

• isMaterial: Allows the user to select a material from the Viz material pool 
through the VCP client’s Viz resource tab.
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• isObject: Allows the user to select an object from the Viz object pool 
through the VCP client’s Viz resource tab.

• isPaste: Allows the user to paste images from the Windows clipboard by 
right-clicking the Image icon and selecting Paste... on the appearing 
context menu. Pasting will open the Crop Image tool. Pasted images should 
be added to a shared drive accessible to Viz Engine. The crop tool save path 
is set in the VCP client’s Preferences window under General settings. isPaste 
does not add images to Viz Object Store, and does not preserve alpha 
values.

• isProximity: Allows the user to search and select images or clips from 
Proximity’s Artbox. Requires the Proximity Artbox asset management 
system.

• isRGB: Select an image from the Viz RGB pool through the VCP client’s Viz 
resource tab.

• isScene: Allows the user to select a scene from the Viz scene pool through 
the VCP client’s Viz resource tab.

• isVideoHub: Allows the user to search the Viz Video Hub for still images. 
• RequiredKeyWords: Defines the required keywords used when searching for 

media content. This is currently relevant for Viz Object Store searches only.
• RequiredKeywordsMode: Sets the options RequireOne or RequireAll. 

Searches can be performed with information from the RequiredKeyWords field.

Viz Content Pilot’s Newsroom Component cannot use isRGB, as this relates to a 
Viz Content Pilot specific function. The isObject property requires a local Viz 
Engine connection.

The isCuriousMap and isAdvancedCuriousMap requires a Viz World Client 
installation and setup with a connection to the Viz World Server. The isArdome 
requires a Viz Video Hub or Ardome connection and setup.

Events

• OnImageInfoChanged: Enables Viz Object Store To add person information to 
the template. Person information is often registered in Viz Object Store with 
images of persons in order to easily get the right name of the person in 
question. See Viz Object Store’s User Guide for more information on Person 
Information.

Preset Image Size
A scene designer can design a scene to use an image of a specific size. By setting 
a specific width and height the template designer can, in accordance with the 
scene design, control the aspect. When selecting an image, a crop tool, with a 
preset aspect ratio, is automatically opened requiring the user to crop the image.
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DestWidth and DestHeight is used as parameters to preset the crop tool and to 
scale the image further after save, if needed. 

Note: The above example shows the Viz Object Store crop tool (with rotation and 
zoom options).

For example: If an original image is size 2000 x 1500 pixels, and the destination 
width and height is 100 x 200 pixels. The template user can select an aspect of 
1250 x 625 pixels. The image will then be cropped and scaled according to the 
DestWidth and DestHeight parameters which is 100 x 200 pixels.

It will not rescale if the destination height*width is larger than 10000 pixels (for 
example 100*100), to avoid problems with old templates where designers have 
set these to 4:3 or 16:9 or similar to define aspect ratio.

If the selection is too small, a warning is issued. The image can still be used, but 
with less quality.

All edited images are saved as Portable Network Graphics (PNG), which is a 
bitmapped image format that employs lossless data compression.
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Script Example

Sub InitForm 
TWUniLabel1.Font.Color = clRed 
End Sub

As the script above shows, there are no difference in the script from the Unicode 
Label example. In this case there are no need for scripting as properties are set in 
the properties editor. Both LinkName and LinkTitle are enabled and set to use the 
Unicode Edit and Unicode Memo fields.

Clicking the image opens the Viz Object Store because the 
ImageSources.IsDatabase property is checked.

To enable the crop tool
1. Start Viz Template Wizard.
2. Open a template with an image component.
3. Select the image component and set one or both of the following properties:

• AlwaysUseCropTool: Enables the user to always use the crop tool when an 
image is added to the template.

• DestHeight and DestWidth: When set to values greater than 0 (zero), it will 
enable the crop tool. The parameters set a fixed height and width for the 
crop tool. Using this setting will force the user to use the configured height 
and width, and the aspect. Meaning, if the selection is greater than then 
actual height and width parameters, the image will be scaled to fit, allowing 
the user to select a greater area, and conversely.

4. Select one or several image sources.
• ImageSources: Sets one or multiple image source locations. Valid sources 

for the crop tool are isDataBase, isFileOpen and isPaste.
5. Save the template.

To add person information to the template
In addition to fetching the person information and adding it to the proper text 
fields, the following procedure will use the SC_SaveName function to fill the Save 
dialog box with a save name based on the image’s file name.

1. Start Viz Template Wizard.
2. Create a new template of a scene with an image.
3. Select the image component (TTWImageInf1) that was added to the template.
4. Check the Enable script option in the Object Inspector (CTRL+F12) to enable 

scripting
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5. Select the Events tab, and double-click the OnImageInfoChanged event to add 
the procedure to the Script Editor.

6. Add the following script:

option explicit 
 
dim level 
dim savename 
 
Sub SC_AfterSave(ID, SavedOver) 
SetElementThumbnailFromImage ID, TTWImageInf1 
end sub 
 
function SC_SaveName 
SC_Savename = savename 
end function 
 
Sub TTWImageInf1ImageInfoChanged(ImageInfoList, PersonInfoList, 
KeywordsList) 
 
dim i 
TWUniMemo1.Lines.Clear 
TWUniMemo2.Lines.Clear 
TWUniMemo3.Lines.Clear 
for i = 0 to ImageInfoList.Count - 1 
TWUniMemo1.Lines.Add(ImageInfoList(i)) 
next 
 
for i = 0 to PersonInfoList.Count - 1 
TWUniMemo2.Lines.Add(PersonInfoList(i)) 
next 
 
for i = 0 to KeywordsList.Count - 1 
TWUniMemo3.Lines.Add(KeywordsList(i)) 
next 
 
savename=ImageInfoList.Values("FileName") 
 
End sub

7. Save the template and open it in the VCP client or the Newsroom Component 
to test it.

To use additional fields
• Add the ImageInfoChanged event to your script

Sub TTWImageInf1ImageInfoChanged(ImageInfoList, PersonInfoList, 
KeywordsList) 
TTWUniEdit1.Text = ImageInfoList.Values("Nationality")  
End sub

Note: Nationality refers to an Additional Field added to Viz Object Store.

See Also
• Component Properties
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10.2.5 Panel

The Panel component adds a panel that can be used to group a set of 
components.

Basic properties
• Caption: Sets a text string to identify the panel to the user.
• Name: Sets the name of the panel to use as a reference when scripting.
• Height and width: Sets the size of the panel.

Script Example

Sub InitForm 
TWUniLabel1.Font.Color = clRed 
TWUniButton1.Color = clLime 
TWUniButton1.Caption = "Show" 
Panel1.Visible = false 
End Sub 
 
Sub TWUniButton1Click(Sender) 
if TWUniButton1.Color = clLime then 
Panel1.Visible = true 
TWUniButton1.Color = clRed 
TWUniButton1.Caption = "Hide" 
else 
Panel1.Visible = false 
TWUniButton1.Color = clLime 
TWUniButton1.Caption = "Show" 
end if 
End sub

The example shows how a panel can be switched on and off using the Visible 
property. The color of the buttons change accordingly.

Tip: See the Speed Button, or the Radio Button, for how to create buttons that can 
work together as a group, and present mutually exclusive choices to the user.

See Also
• Component Properties
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10.2.6 Unicode Button

Unicode Button is a push button control, and it introduces several properties to 
control its behavior in a dialog box setting. Choose button controls to initiate 
actions.

Basic Properties
• Name: Specifies the name of the control as referenced in code.

Script Example
The following script example uses a sub procedure and a function. Components 
used are; one Unicode button and two Unicode edit fields.

The Sub procedure TWUniButton1Click calls the function setText using the text 
string of the TWUniEdit0 edit field as argument. 

Sub TWUniButton1Click(Sender) 
setText(TWUniEdit0.UTF8Text) 
End sub

The setText function assigns the newText text string to the TWUniEdit1 edit field.

Function setText (newText) 
TWUniEdit1.UTF8Text = newText 
End Function

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.7 Unicode CheckBox

CheckBox represents a check box that can be on (checked) or off (unchecked). 

Basic Properties
• Checked: Specifies whether the check box is checked.

Script Example
The following script example uses a sub procedure and a function. Components 
used are; one Unicode button, three Unicode edit fields and two Unicode check 
boxes.
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Add the Sub procedure from the Button example, see10.2.6 Unicode Button.

A replaced setText function now tests to see if the corresponding check boxes 
are checked. If they are, newText is assigned to the edit fields.

Function setText (newText) 
If TWUniCheckbox1.Checked Then 
TWUniEdit1.UTF8Text = newText 
End If 
 
If TWUniCheckbox2.Checked Then 
TWUniEdit2.UTF8Text = newText 
End If 
End Function

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.8 Unicode Radio Button

Radio buttons present a set of mutually exclusive options to the user (i.e. only one 
radio button in a set can be selected at a time). When the user selects a radio 
button, the previously selected radio button becomes unselected.

To manage more than one set of radio buttons the GroupBox can be used.

Basic Properties
• Checked: Determines whether the option represented by the radio button is 

selected. 
• Enabled: Controls whether the radio button is enabled or disabled.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.9 Unicode ComboBox

The ComboBox component is an edit box with a drop-down list attached to it you 
can scroll. Users can select an item from the list or type directly into the edit box.
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Basic Properties
• UTF8Text: Displays the current combo-box selection.
• UTF8Items: Lists the items (strings) in the list portion of the combo box. Use 

the methods of Items to add, insert, delete and move items.

Tip: See the Unicode ListBox for a scripting example that can be used with the 
ComboBox.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.10 Unicode ListBox

The ListBox displays a collection of items in a list that you can scroll. Use it to 
display a list of items that users can select, add, or delete.

Basic Properties
• UTF8Items: Lists the items (strings) in the list portion of the combo box. Use 

the methods of Items to add, insert, delete and move items.

Script Example
The following script example uses a sub procedure and a function. Components 
used are; one Unicode button, two Unicode edit fields, one Unicode check box 
and a Unicode listbox.

Add the Sub procedure from the Button example, see 10.2.6 Unicode Button.

A replaced setText function now tests to see if the checkbox is checked. If it is, 
newText is added to the listbox the number of times given in the “Number of 
copies” text field (e.g. 5). If not checked the text is added once to the listbox.

Function setText (newText) 
TWUniListBox1.Clear 
 
If TWUniCheckbox1.Checked Then 
For i = 0 To TWUniEdit1.UTF8Text -1 
TWUniListBox1.UTF8Items.Add(newText) 
Next 
Else 
TWUniListBox1.UTF8Items.Add(newText) 
End If 
 
End Function
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Tip: The same code can be used when working with ComboBox.

See Also
• Component Properties
• DataBase Components

10.2.11 Unicode GroupBox

The GroupBox component represents a standard group box, used to group 
related controls on a form. When another control component is placed within a 
group box, the group box becomes the parent of that component.
See the Radio Button component for an illustration of GroupBox.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.12 Static Image

A static image is often used as a background on the template or as a kind of 
illustration, for example a snapshot of the Viz Artist scene. 

There are two ways of adding a static image to a template. One option is to add a 
static image component to the template and select an pre-saved image from the 
computer, or alternatively create a snapshot of the scene and add it to the 
template using Viz Engine. The snapshot is automatically appended to a static 
image component.

To add or edit an image, right click the static image component’s anchored frame 
to open the context menu and click Edit Image... .

WARNING! When using the static image component, use compressed image types 
like JPG or lossless ones like PNG to conserve space. It does not need to be a small 
image in pixel size. The whole template is streamed to the database as a BLOB, and 
the image data will not be touched, so a JPG or PNG will use a lot less space than a 
BMP that is not compressed.

See Also
• Component Properties
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10.2.13 Page Control

Add a multi page panel view with tabs. Select a page by clicking the page’s tab 
that appears at the top of the control. To add a new tab sheet to a PageControl 
object at design time, right-click the PageControl object and choose New Page. 
Each tab sheet that is added get its own list of parameters in the Object inspector.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.14 Template Information

Add the template info component to the template to customize input parameters 
for the Save dialog. Based on information from other template components (e.g. 
text boxes) it is possible to set parameters for the SaveNameTextFields property. 
It is also possible to set a prefix.

Basic Properties
• AllowEditingOfDefaultName: Determines if the user should be allowed to edit 

the suggested name in the save dialog.
• DefaultSaveName: Set by the SaveNameTextFields and Separator properties.
• Prefix: Used to set a prefix for save names.
• SaveNameTextFields: Click the ellipsis button to bring up an editor to select 

the edit boxes that should be used for generating a save name.
• Separator: Set a separator (for example a space, dot or underscore). This is 

used to separate text strings added to the DefaultSaveName from the edit 
boxes selected in the SaveNameTextFields property. 

• ShowSaveDialog: Determines whether Viz Content Pilot should show the save 
dialog when saving the template.

Advanced Properties
Some of the Template Information properties are used to set a default start time 
and duration for a data element when it is saved using the Newsroom Component. 
The properties (described below) are primarily used with automation systems, and 
can only be used with the Newsroom Component.
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 Figure 48: Graphic Event Timing, Newsroom Component’s Save dialog box

• DefaultDuration: Sets the duration of the data element in the playlist. 
• DefaultStartTime: Sets the start time of the data element in the playlist. The 

start time is relative to the start time of the playlist.
• ShowGraphicEventTiming: When set to stShow, this property will display the 

Graphic Event Timing option in the Newsroom Component’s save dialog box. 
The timing properties relate to DefaultDuration and DefaultStartTime. When 
set to stHide, it gives the user the possibility to script the values and use them 
as part of the template without showing the Graphic Event Timing option(s) to 
the user upon save. The stDefault option refers to the database setting 
ax_dataelement_timer_enabled. The stShow and the stHide option will 
override the database setting on a template by template basis and show or 
enable graphic event timing.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.2.15 Person Information

The Person Information component connects to Viz Object Store, and retrieves all 
available person information. It can be used to select and link information such as 
a person’s TV name and title to other text fields using the predefined component 
properties LinkName and LinkTitle. It can also be used with scripts, or simply by 
replacing and reassigning the ControlObjectName of the scene property to the 
Person Information component.
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The component also has some features that is available to the template user. A 
context menu appears when right-clicking the drop list. The properties are:

• Refresh Datasource: Refreshes the data source, making new database entries 
available to the user.

• Searchfield: Displays a sub menu with the following options:
• FULL_NAME: Displays all available full names in the drop-list.
• TV_NAME: Displays all available TV names in the drop-list.
• FIRST_NAME: Displays all available first names in the drop-list.
• MIDDLE_NAME: Displays all available middle names in the drop-list.
• LAST_NAME: Displays all available last names in the drop-list.
• TITLE: Displays all available titles in the drop-list.

Basic Properties
• UTF8Text: Displays the current drop-list selection.
• LinkName: Sets the TV name property to the component selected.
• LinkTitle: Sets the Title property to the component selected.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.3 Additional Components
Additional components are components with more specialized properties and 
features, and are not used as much as the standard components.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Wrap Fixed Unicode Memo
• TrackBar
• Mask Edit
• Speed Button
• DateTime Picker
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• Timer

10.3.1 Wrap Fixed Unicode Memo

This component is much like the Unicode Memo. However, there is a significant 
difference between the two. As the Unicode Memo stores its text as a list of 
strings, the Wrap Fixed Unicode Memo saves the text in the UTF8Text string 
property as one long text string. This avoids the problem of line breaks being 
added to the text provided that WordWrap is disabled. Line breaks added by the 
user is not removed. 

See Also
• Unicode Memo
• Component Properties

10.3.2 TrackBar

The TrackBar represents a position along a continuum using a slider and, 
optionally, tick marks. A track bar can also display a selected range and set 
minimum and maximum values. The selected range is marked by triangular ticks 
at the starting and ending positions of the selection.

Basic Properties
• Max: Specifies the maximum size of an interval.
• Min: Specifies the minimum size of an interval.
• SelEnd: Specifies the position of the end point of the selection range.
• SelStart: Specifies the position of the starting point of the selection range.
• Position: Contains the current position of the slider.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.3.3 Mask Edit

Allows a user to enter and edit data, similar to an edit component, but provides a 
means to specify particular formats, such as a postal code or phone number. 
Mask Edit shares the properties of other Text controls.
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Basic Properties
• EditMask: Specifies the characters a user can enter into the masked edit 

control to valid characters and formats.
• Text: Contains the formatted text based on the mask set by the EditMask 

property.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.3.4 Speed Button

Use TSpeedButton to add a button to a group of buttons in a form. TSpeedButton 
introduces properties that can be used to set graphical images that represent the 
different button states (selected, unselected, disabled and so on). Use other 
properties to specify multiple images or to rearrange the images and text on the 
button.

 

TSpeedButton also introduces properties that allow speed buttons to work 
together as a group. Speed buttons are commonly grouped in panels to create 
specialized tool bars and tool palettes. 

Basic Properties
• GroupIndex: Buttons with the same property value (other than 0), work 

together as a group and can present mutually exclusive choices to the user.

Script Example

Sub InitForm 
SpeedButton1.Color = clGray 
SpeedButton2.Color = clRed 
End Sub 
 
Sub SpeedButton1Click(Sender) 
SpeedButton1.Color = clLime 
SpeedButton2.Color = clGray 
End sub 
 
Sub SpeedButton2Click(Sender) 
SpeedButton1.Color = clGray 
SpeedButton2.Color = clRed 
End sub

See Also
• Component Properties
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10.3.5 DateTime Picker

The TDateTimePicker component is used for entering dates or times. In 
dmComboBox date mode, it resembles a list box or combo box, except that the 
drop-down list is replaced with a calendar illustration; users can select a date 
from the calendar. Dates or times can also be selected by scrolling with Up and 
Down arrows and by typing. Use the .Date and .Time property to access the 
selected date/time from script.

Basic Properties
• Date: Indicates the date entered by the user.
• DateFormat: Determines whether the date format is long or short.
• DateMode: Can be used with a drop-down calendar or by the Up/Down arrows 

with which the user can adjust the date. (Applies only when Kind is dtkDate.)
• Kind: Determines if date or time is shown.
• Time: Indicates the time entered by the user.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.3.6 Timer

Use the Timer component to trigger an event after a measured interval. Write the 
code that is supposed to occur at the specified time inside the timer component's 
OnTimer event.

Basic Properties
• Interval: Determines how frequently the OnTimer event occurs. Specified in 

milliseconds. Default is 1000 (one second)
• Enabled: Determines if the timer is active or not. The OnTimer event only 

occurs when the Enabled property is True

Script Example
The Timer event gets called at the interval specified (1000 = 1 second) and the 
current date and time is set in a text box.

When the template is loaded it will be in Start mode

Sub Initform 
Timer1.Enabled = False 
TWColorButton1.Color = clLime 
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TWColorButton1.Caption = "Start" 
End Sub

When started, the Timer1Timer event adds the time Now to the combo box

Sub Timer1Timer(Sender) 
TWUniComboBox1.Items.Add(Now) 
End sub

When the button is clicked, it either sets Timer1 to true or false, and at the same 
time changes color and caption.

Sub TWColorButton1Click(Sender) 
if (Timer1.Enabled = True) Then 
Timer1.Enabled = False 
TWColorButton1.Color = clLime 
TWColorButton1.Caption = "Start" 
Else 
Timer1.Enabled = True 
TWColorButton1.Color = clRed 
TWColorButton1.Caption = "Stop" 
End If 
End sub

See Also
• Component Properties

10.4 DataBase Components

Database components provide the means to connect to any database that can be 
used with the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) API.

There are basically two ways of setting up database communication. Either by 
using the ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) components or by writing scripts without 
using database component. The latter is often a preferred solution as it enables 
users to find more elaborate and complete script examples on the Internet than 
what is covered in this user manual.

Note: A lot of examples on the Internet use the Server. notation as a lot of scripts are 
used for accessing a web server. This is not needed with VTW.
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The most common ADO components available are ADO Connection, ADO Query, 
ADO Command, ADO Table, and ADO DataSet.

Not all components are needed at once to establish a database connection and to 
retrieve or store data. To understand their purpose and area of use, please read 
the following subsections.

Note: An ADO provider represents one of a number of types of access, from native 
OLE DB drivers to ODBC drivers. These drivers must be installed on the client 
computer. OLE DB drivers for various database systems are supplied by the database 
vendor or by a third-party.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Setting Up a Basic Database Connection
• ADO Connection
• ADO Query
• ADO Command
• ADO Table
• ADO DataSet

10.4.1 Setting Up a Basic Database Connection
The following scripting examples use a standard Microsoft Access database. The 
database contains a table (dbTable) that consists of the following fields; id, 
headline and source.

The template itself has three labels and listboxes corresponding to the database 
table fields. 

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Script Example I
• Script Example II

Script Example I
For the first example, database components are not used. Using components 
would not show all the possibilities of scripting. See Script Example II on how to 
use the some of the components.

Initialize variables and values. Option Explicit requires that all variable names be 
defined (with the Dim statement). Const is similar to a variable, except that its 
value cannot be changed at runtime.

Option Explicit 
 
Const adCmdText = 1 
Const adStateOpen = 1 
 
Dim cnVizrt 
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Dim cmdQuery 
Dim rsVizrtStory

Create a database connection using the Connection object.

Set cnVizrt = CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")

A minimum set of connection properties can be set. In this case the Provider and 
Data Source. In this case User ID and Password is also provided. If none is 
required the sentence can be removed.

cnVizrt.ConnectionString = _ 
"Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; " & _ 
"User ID= SomeUser; Password; SomePassword; " & _  
"Data Source=C:\test.mdb"

Open the database.

cnVizrt.Open

Create a query string using the Command object.

Set cmdQuery = CreateObject("ADODB.Command") 
With cmdQuery 
Set .ActiveConnection = cnVizrt 
.CommandText = "SELECT id, headline, source " & _ 
"FROM dbTable " & _ 
"WHERE source = 'Vizrt'" 
.CommandType = adCmdText 
Set rsVizrtStory = .Execute 
End With

Test to see if the database connection was succesful.

If rsVizrtStory.State = adStateOpen Then 
MsgBox("Recordset opened successfully.") 
End If

Clear redundant data from the listboxes

TWUniListBox1.Clear 
TWUniListBox2.Clear 
TWUniListBox3.Clear

Add data from the database to text fields.

Do While Not rsVizrtStory.EOF 
TWUniListBox1.Items.Add(rsVizrtStory.Fields("id")) 
TWUniListBox2.Items.Add(rsVizrtStory.Fields("headline")) 
TWUniListBox3.Items.Add(rsVizrtStory.Fields("source")) 
rsVizrtStory.MoveNext 
Loop

Destroy all objects from memory that no longer is needed.

rsVizrtStory.Close 
Set rsVizrtStory = Nothing 
Set cmdQuery = Nothing 
cnVizrt.Close 
Set cnVizrt = Nothing
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Script Example II

Setting up a database connection is also possible using database components. A 
simple setup can be described as follows:

1. Add an ADO Connection component to the template and set the following 
properties:
• ConnectionString: Information needed to connect the ADO Query 

component; 

Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0; Data Source=C:\test.mdb;

• Provider: This property is auto generated based on the connection string 
property.

2. Add an ADO Query component to the template and set the following 
properties:
• Connection: Select the ADO Connection name from the drop-list.
• SQL: Click the browse button and enter the query string. For example: 

SELECT id, headline, source FROM dbTable WHERE source = 'Vizrt';

3. Check the Connected property in the Object Inspector for the ADO Connection 
component. A Database login window appears asking for User Name and 
Password. If one is not set, click OK.

4. Check the Active property in the Object Inspector for the ADO Query 
component.

5. Open the ADO Query context menu by right clicking the component icon on 
the template editor. Click the Fields Editor ... menu option. 

6. Select fields by clicking the “arrow and plus” button in the Fields Editor win-
dow. If the connection is not active a dialog appears asking for User Name and 
Password.
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7. Add Unicode labels and listboxes to the template. 
8. The following script will list the result from the ADO Query component in the 

listboxes.

Option Explicit 
Dim index 
ADOConnection1.Connected = True 
ADOQuery1.Active = True

Test to see if the database connection was successful.

If ADOQuery1.State = 1 Then 
MsgBox("Recordset opened successfully.") 
MsgBox(ADOQuery1.RecordCount) 
End If

Test to see how many records found based on the SQL statement.

MsgBox(ADOQuery1.RecordCount)

Clear listboxes.

TWUniListBox1.Clear 
TWUniListBox2.Clear 
TWUniListBox3.Clear

Before iterating a record set it is recommended to reset the cursor in order to 
start from the top when running the script several times.

ADOQuery1.First

The For statement iterates according to the RecordCount -1 adding data to the 
listboxes. Since the loop starts at 0 the RecordCount method must be set to -1. 
This prevents the loop from giving a copy of the last record.

For index = 0 To ADOQuery1.RecordCount -1 
TWUniListBox1.UTF8Items.Add(ADOQuery1id1.Text) 
TWUniListBox2.UTF8Items.Add(ADOQuery1headline1.Text) 
TWUniListBox3.UTF8Items.Add(ADOQuery1source1.Text) 
ADOQuery1.Next 
Next

Note: The field names (e.g. ADOQuery1headline1) are auto-generated names. All 
database fields, selected from the Fields Editor, are added as template components.

Disconnect the database connection and deactivate the query component.

ADOConnection1.Connected = False 
ADOQuery1.Active = False
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The ADO Query component can establish a connection directly using its 
ConnectionString property, but it is often desirable to use an ADO Connection to 
share a single connection among several ADO components. This can reduce 
resource consumption, and allows for transactions to be created that span 
multiple data sets.

10.4.2 ADO Connection

The ADO Connection component connects to an ADO data store. It encapsulates 
the ADO connection object. The connection provided by a single ADO Connection 
component can be shared by multiple ADO command and data set components 
through their Connection properties. This can reduce resource usage, and allows 
for transactions to be created that span multiple data sets.

ADO Connection allows for control of the attributes and conditions of a 
connection to a data store. Use the ADO Connection properties to control 
attributes such as record locking scheme (optimistic versus pessimistic), cursor 
type, cursor location, isolation level, and connection time-out.

Basic Properties
• Connected: Specifies whether the connection is active.
• ConnectionString: Specifies the connection information for the data store.
• DefaultDatabase: Indicates the database the ADO connection uses by default.
• LoginPrompt: Specifies whether a login dialog appears immediately before 

opening a new connection.
• Provider: Specifies the provider for the ADO connection. Entering a valid 

ConnectionString usually generates this input.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.4.3 ADO Query

ADO Query provides the means for issuing SQL against an ADO data store. As 
ADO Query is a query-type data set it can encapsulate an SQL statement, enabling 
applications to access the resulting records.

Basic Properties
• Active: When checked sets the query component active. If the SQL query fails it 

will not be set to active.
• Connection: Use Connection to specify an ADO connection component to 

connect to a data store.
• SQL: SQL query parameter.
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See Also
• Component Properties

10.4.4 ADO Command

ADO Command represents an ADO command object. Use ADO Command for 
issuing commands against a data store accessed through an ADO provider.

The ADO Command component executes the command specified in its 
CommandText property. One command may be executed at a time. Parameters, if 
the command includes them, are specified in its Parameters property. The 
command is executed by a call to the Execute method.

ADO Command can either use a ADO Connection object to connect to a data store 
(through its Connection property) or connect directly to the data store if the 
connection information is specified in the ConnectionString property.

ADO Command is most often used for executing data definition language (DDL) 
SQL commands, or to execute a stored procedure that does not return a result 
set. For SQL statements that return a result set, ADO DataSet, or ADO Query is 
better suited. The Execute method of ADO Command is, however, capable of 
returning a record set. To use that record set, however, you will need a separate 
ADO data set component.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.4.5 ADO Table

ADO Table is a table-type data set that represents all of the rows and columns of 
a single database table. The component encapsulates a table accessed through an 
ADO data store. It can access data in a single database table using ADO. It 
provides direct access to every record and field in an underlying database table, 
but can also work with a subset of records within a database table using ranges 
and filters.

Basic Properties
• Active: When selected, the component is active.
• Connection: Specifies the ADO connection component to use.
• Name: Specifies the name of the control as referenced in code.
• ReadOnly: When checked the database connection is set to be read only.
• RecordCount: Indicates the total number of records in the record set.
• Recordset: Provides direct access to the ADO record set object.
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See Also
• Component Properties

10.4.6 ADO DataSet

ADO DataSet is a generic ADO data set control, and can be used in place of ADO 
Query. It enables data representation from one or more tables in a database and 
allows data-aware components to manipulate data by connecting with a 
DataSource (non-Unicode) component. The data source component is the link 
between the visual components displaying the data and the database.

Unlike the other ADO data set components, ADO DataSet is not a table-type, 
query-type, or stored procedure-type data set. Instead, it can function as any of 
these types.

As a table-type data set (ADO Table), ADO DataSet is able to represent rows and 
columns of a single database table. To use it like this, set the CommandType 
property to cmdTable and the CommandText property to the name of the table. 

As a query-type data set (ADO Query), ADO DataSet can specify a single SQL 
command that is executed when a data set is opened. To use it like this, set the 
CommandType property to cmdText and the CommandText property to the SQL 
command to be executed.

Basic Properties
• Active: When checked it sets the query component active. If the SQL query 

fails, it is not possible to set it active.
• Connection: Use Connection to specify an ADO Connection object to use to 

connect to a data store.
• ConnectionString: Set ConnectionString to specify the information needed to 

connect the ADO Connection component to the data store. 
• DataSource: Links the edit control to the data set that contains the field it 

represents.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.5 Communication
Use the Communication components to enable communication with other 
computers.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Com Port
• Generic Com Port
• Client Socket
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10.5.1 Com Port

The TTWComPort component is used to send and receive data through a com 
port.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Basic Properties
• Script Example

Basic Properties
• Baud: Set the baud rate at e.g. 19200.
• ComNumber: Set the com port number.

Script Example
The TTWComPort has the following methods for sending data:
• .PutString("Hello"): sends the string "Hello"
• .PutChar(Asc("A")): sends the character "A"

To receive data, data triggers must be registered on the TTWComPort. The data 
trigger will be fired whenever the incoming data matches a given trigger.

Tip: A protocol message can start with "START" and end with "END". Register "START" 
and "END" as triggers so that the user is notified whenever the incoming data 
matches either "START" or "END".

To register a data trigger call the AddDataTrigger function of the TTWComPort. 
The method is like this:

AddDataTrigger(trigger_text, case_sensitive): The trigger_text is the text to match 
and case_sensitive is a boolean value. The result value of the function is a trigger 
handle that should be stored. In this example it is named like this:

SOHDataTrigger = TWComPort1.AddDataTrigger(SOHText, false) 
EOHDataTrigger = TWComPort1.AddDataTrigger(EOHText, false)

OnTriggerData(CP, TriggerHandle): Is called whenever the incoming data matches 
one of the triggers. The TriggerHandle contains the handle of the trigger that 
matched the trigger data. It can be tested like this:

if TriggerHandle = SOHDataTrigger then 
msgbox "SOH received" 
end if 
 
if TriggerHandle = EOHDataTrigger then 
msgbox "EOH received" 
end if

The OnTriggerData only tests that the incoming data matches one of the 
registered triggers. To receive the actual data use the event called OnTriggerAvail. 
This event is called whenever there is new incoming data. The event looks like 
this:
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OnTriggerAvail(CP, Count), where count is the number of new characters received.
Implement this function to gather all the incoming data:

Sub TWComPort1TriggerAvail(CP, Count) 
'---- Data is available, read it into the sMessage buffer---- 
for i=0 to Count-1 
sMessage = sMessage & Chr(TWComPort1.GetChar) 
next 
End sub

See Also
• Component Properties

10.5.2 Generic Com Port

TTWGenericComPort is a specialized version of the TTWComPort and has a 
predefined start and end of message characters, 0x01 and 0x04 respectively, and 
also a start of transmission character 0x02.

It also has an event called OnDataAvailable that is triggered whenever a new 
message is received. The event looks like this:

• OnDataAvailable(Sender, MessageHeader, StringList)
• Sender: Is the TTWGenericComPort component
• MessageHeader: Is the data between 0x01 and 0x02. 
• StringList: Is a TstringList with the data between 0x02 and 0x04. Each field 

in the data is separated with a pipe character '|'.

A message looking like this
0x01 'My header' 0x02 'Field1|Field2|Field3' 0x04

would cause the OnDataAvailable event to be triggered and the MessageHeader 
would contain 'My header' and the StringList would contain the strings:

Field1 
Field2 
Field3

The StringList items can be accessed like this:

for i:=0 to StringList.Count-1 
msgbox StringList.Strings(i) 
next

See Also
• Component Properties
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10.5.3 Client Socket

The TClientSocket component is used to connect to a TCP/IP server. It manages 
the connection when it is open, and terminates the connection when the template 
is through.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Basic Properties
• Basic Methods
• Script Example

Basic Properties
• Host: Host name or IP address of the server to connect to.
• Port: Port used to connect to the server.
• Active: Indicates whether the socket connection is open and available for 

communication with other machines.

Basic Methods
• Open: Call Open to initiate the socket connection. Open sets the Active 

property to True.
• Close: Call Close to shut down the socket connection. Close sets the Active 

property to False.
• Socket.SendText(<Text>): Use Socket.SendText to write a string to the socket 

connection.

Script Example
Below is an example showing how to use the TClientSocket component to send a 
few commands to Viz Engine.

Trying to connect to the host specified:

Sub cbConnectClick(Sender) 
ClientSocket1.Active = False 
ClientSocket1.Host = txtHost.Text 
ClientSocket1.Active = True 
End sub

A valid connection is established. Enable the send button:

Sub ClientSocket1Connect(Sender, Socket) 
cbSend.Enabled = True 
End sub

See Also
• Component Properties
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10.6 Dialogs
The following section describes standard Windows dialog boxes such as opening, 
saving and printing of files.

To use the dialog components they must be linked to a button or another function 
with VBscript. Some scripting examples follows below.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Open & Save
• Font, Color, Print, PrintDisplay, Find and Replace

10.6.1 Open & Save

Open displays a file-selection dialog. Save displays a "Save As" dialog for saving 
files.

Basic Properties
• DefaultExt: Specifies a default file extension.
• FileName: Indicates the name and directory path of the last file selected.
• InitialDir: Determines the current directory when the dialog opens.

Script Example
This is a Open and Save dialog example that opens a file reading the content into 
a multiline edit box. The template uses the OpenDialog and SaveDialog 
components. Note the settings of the Filter and Title properties in the Object 
Inspector. To invoke a dialog, call its .Execute method. Execute opens the file-
selection dialog, returning True when the user selects a file and clicks Open or 
Save. If the user clicks Cancel, .Execute returns False.

const ForReading = 1 
const ForWriting = 2 
const ForAppending = 8 
 
' OpenDialog example 
Sub TWUniButton1Click(Sender) 
if OpenDialog1.Execute then 
TWUniMemo1.Lines.LoadFromFile(OpenDialog1.Filename) 
end if 
End sub 
 
' SaveDialog example 
Sub TWUniButton2Click(Sender) 
if SaveDialog1.Execute then 
TWUniMemo1.Lines.SaveToFile(SaveDialog1.Filename) 
end if 
End sub

Further is an Open dialog example using the File System Object to read the 
content of the chosen file. Documentation on the File System Object can be found 
at: http://www.microsoft.com/scripting.
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Sub TWUniButton3Click(Sender) 
if OpenDialog1.Execute then 
Set fso = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
Set ts = fso.OpenTextFile(OpenDialog1.Filename, ForReading) 
 
' The file has been opened, now read the content 
TWUniMemo1.Text = ts.ReadAll 
 
' Close the file 
ts.close 
 
' Clean up 
set ts = nothing 
set fso = nothing 
end if 
 
End sub

See Also
• Component Properties

10.6.2 Font, Color, Print, PrintDisplay, Find and Replace

The Font, Color, Print, PrintDisplay, Find and Replace dialogs all displays generic 
Windows dialogs to do operations specific to their properties and methods.

Basic Properties
• Color: Specifies the background color of the control.
• Font.Name: Identifies the typeface of the font.

Script Example
The following script uses one button and executes the Font and Color dialog.

Sub TWUniButton1Click(Sender) 
FontDialog1.Execute 
TWUniButton1.Font.Name = FontDialog1.Font.Name 
ColorDialog1.Execute 
TWUniButton1.Color = ColorDialog1.Color 
End sub

As with the Open and Save dialogs the Execute method is used. This small script 
enables the user to select and set the font and color for the button component.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.7 Import
The Import components are used when importing playlists from newsroom 
systems and when creating macros to fill automatically fill templates. Imports can 
be done manually or automatically with the use of scripts and macros.
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It is good practice for scene designers to name the scene’s Field Identifiers as 01, 
02, and 03 instead of 1,2,3,4 ... 11,12 and so on. The latter will cause data to be 
assigned to the wrong fields when using the Import components because the 
Media Sequencer will place 11 and 12 before 2 and so on.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Story Importer
• Direct Story Importer

10.7.1 Story Importer

A template using the TStoryImporter can either be manually or automatically filled 
using a macro or by importing an external data source (XML).

When filling a template, a template is specified with an External ID and data is 
added to the template. The order in which the data is filled is defined by the order 
of the ControlObjectName property which refers to the Field Identifier set by the 
scene designer.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• External ID
• XML example
• Script Example
• Script Example
• To create a macro using External IDs
• To create data elements based on External IDs
• To use a script to control the filling of data in the template
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External ID

 Figure 49: Template Manager

When a template is created, it is saved and typically added to a concept. In 
Template Manager the template can be given an external ID (see Variants) for use 
with the Import components.

This ID is then used when creating data elements by triggering macros in the VCP 
client, adding playlists to the VCP client manually from newsroom systems. 
External IDs are also used with newsroom systems that create data elements 
based on *cg commands; however, the Import components does not support this 
workflow.

XML example
The XML example below contains the name of the playlist, a group and three 
elements with an External ID (templateID). The XML playlists are generated by 
newsroom system(s), and manually imported by the VCP client XML Filler.

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<playlist> 
<name>Name of playlist</name> 
<group visible="true" name="Group name"> 
<event> 
<templateID>100</templateID> 
<dataName>Data Element 001</dataName> 
<comment/> 
<data> 
<field>FirstName LastName 001</field> 
<field>Designation 001</field> 
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</data> 
</event> 
<event> 
<templateID>100</templateID> 
<dataName>Data Element 002</dataName> 
<comment/> 
<data> 
<field>FirstName LastName 002</field> 
<field>Designation 002</field> 
</data> 
</event> 
<event> 
<templateID>100</templateID> 
<dataName>Data Element 003</dataName> 
<comment/> 
<data> 
<field>FirstName LastName 003</field> 
<field>Designation 001</field> 
</data> 
</event> 
</group> 
</playlist>

Script Example

The component triggers its OnStoryData event to start filling the template with 
Data.

Sub StoryImporter1StoryData(Sender, Data) 
if Data.Count > 0 then 
TTWUniEdit1.Text = Data.Strings(0) 
TTWUniMemo1.UTF8Text = Data.Strings(1) 
TTWUniMemo2.UTF8Text = Data.Strings(2) 
end if 
End sub

To create a macro using External IDs
1. Start the Viz Content Pilot client.
2. Select Keyboard Configuration... on the Options menu. 
3. Select and right-click the macros category, and from the appearing context 

menu select Add Macro... .
4. Click Show Macros... to open the Predefined Functions.
5. Select the create_data_element function under templates.
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6. Click the hyperlink named copy to clipboard, and click Close.
7. Select the VBScript tab, and paste the newly copied script into the script editor
8. Edit the script

dim dataID 
dataID = VcpCommand("templates:create_data_element 400  
MyNewElement Headline/Title/Designation") 
VcpCommand "templates:open_template -1 " & dataID

Note: The number 400 represents the external ID added in Template Manager. 
MyNewElement is the name of the template, and Headline, Title and Designation are 
data that will be filled into the template by the template script.

9. Select the Enter Key field, and press the key combination for the macro.
10.Enter a Macro Name, and click OK.

To create data elements based on External IDs
1. Press the newly assigned key combination to trigger the macro (see how Script 

Example).
2. Enter the information needed.
3. Click the Save button to save it as a data element.
4. Add the data elements to the playlist.
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To use a script to control the filling of data in the template

1. Check the Enable script option in the Object Inspector (CTRL+F12) to enable 
scripting

2. Add the TStoryImporter component to the template
3. Add the following script:

Sub StoryImporter1StoryData(Sender, Data) 
if Data.Count > 0 then 
TTWUniEdit1.Text = Data.Strings(0) 
TTWUniMemo1.UTF8Text = Data.Strings(1) 
TTWUniMemo2.UTF8Text = Data.Strings(2) 
end if 
End sub

4. Select the TStoryImporter component in the template and set the OnStoryData 
value to the name of the script

See Also
• Component Properties

10.7.2 Direct Story Importer

The TDirectStoryImporter component is used for fetching template data from 
external sources such as XML files. This is similar to the Story Importer 
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component; however, the Direct Story Importer component is different in that it 
has an editor for mapping template text fields to index IDs, and is therefore easier 
to use without scripting. If advanced scripting is needed, the Story Importer 
component is recommended.

To understand the logic and use of the component in Viz Content Pilot (VCP), see 
the previous section on Story Importer. 

Basic Properties
• StoryActions: Opens the Story Actions Editor for linking text fields to index 

values.

To use the TDirectStoryImporter component

1. Add the TDirectStoryImporter component from the Import component palette 
to the template.

2. Click the ellipse (...) button to open the Story Actions Editor.

3. Link edit fields to index values such that they correspond with the sequence of 
data coming from the external system.

4. Click OK.
5. Save the template.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.8 Viz Control
This section has information on the following topics:

• Drag Edit
• Value Control
• Audio Control
• Targa Control
• Table Editor
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10.8.1 Drag Edit

The TDragEdit component is used to set numeric values, either by entering the 
values using a numeric pad or using the mouse by clicking the text box and 
dragging in a horizontal direction to adjust the value.

Basic Properties
• Enabled: Enables the control.
• ReadOnly: Enables the value to be read only.
• Text: Sets the text string associated with the control.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.8.2 Value Control

The TWValueControl component is a generic component used for scripting to 
control values outside the scope of Viz Template Wizard’s default components. It 
is therefore a good candidate in those situations where Viz Template Wizard does 
not offer a default component for certain exposed Control plugins and properties.

Value Control can only be used with scripting, and is therefore (to the operator) a 
hidden component. However, you can expose it by using other components that 
can be used to assign values to the Value Control’s ControlValue property.

Basic Properties
• ControlObjectName: Sets the exposed Control plugin property that Value 

Control should control (e.g. 01.kerning).
• ControlValue: Sets the value that Control Object in Viz should receive in order 

to control the exposed Control plugin property.

Example

Sub TWUniButton1Click(Sender) 
TWValueControl1.ControlValue = TWUniEdit1.Text 
End sub

See Also
• Component Properties
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10.8.3 Audio Control

The VizAudioCtrl component is used to selected audio clips from a defined 
directory (e.g. share). Supported file formats for this control are mp3 and wav.

Basic Properties
• _InitialDir: Sets the default directory/share from where the audio clips should 

be located.
• ChannelID: Sets the Channel ID used by the scene in Viz for playing out audio.
• Director: Sets the name of the director in the scene that controls the audio 

animation.
• Filename: Sets the audio filename.
• Keyframe: Specifies the Viz keyframe to control.

Note: The _UnixShare property is deprecated.

See Also
• Component Properties

10.8.4 Targa Control

The VizTargaCtrl component is used to selected video clips from a defined 
directory (e.g. share). Supported file formats for this control are dif, avi and dv.

Basic Properties
• _InitialDir: Sets the default directory/share from where the video clips should 

be located.
• ChannelID: Sets the Channel ID used by the scene in Viz for playing out video.
• Director: Sets the name of the director in the scene that controls the video 

animation.
• Filename: Sets the video filename.
• Keyframe: Specifies the Viz keyframe to control.

Note: The _UnixShare property is deprecated.

See Also
• Component Properties
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10.8.5 Triplet Editor

The TripletEditor component is used to set control values exposed from Viz such 
as position and scaling that require control of three values (e.g. X, Y and Z).

Basic Properties
• Max, Min: Sets the maximum and minimum values.
• XValue, YValue, ZValue: Sets the parameters X, Y and Z.

10.9 Other
This section describes some of the components that are not part of the default 
setup or based on specialized Viz plugins used by designers to enable operator 
control over elements in the scene: 

• Table Editor

10.9.1 Table Editor
The TTWTableEditor component is derived from the Control List plugin; hence, it 
is only possible to use if the Control List plugin is part of a scene.

This section contains information on the following topics:

• Basic Properties
• Functions
• Script Example

Basic Properties
• ControlObjectName: Refers to the Field Identifier set for the Control List 

plugin.
• Name: Sets the name of the table object.

Functions
• GetTableController: Gets the table controller which can be assigned to a 

variable.
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Name Description

Script Example
If the name of the Table Editor component is Table, the table controller can be 
used to assign the table object to a variable. The GetTableController functions 
and procedures can be used to manipulate the table.

Sub SetValueClick(Sender) 
Dim TableController 
Set TableController = GetTableController(Table) 
TableController.setCellValue 0,1,TWUniEdit1.Text 
End Sub

See Also
• Component Properties

Table 7: GetTableController functions and procedures

setCellValue procedure setCellValue(rowIdx: Integer; colIdx: Integer; 
const value: WideString);
rowIdx: the 0 based row index to use.
colIdx: the 0 based column index to use.
value: The new Cell value.

getCellValue function getCellValue(rowIdx: Integer; colIdx: Integer): 
WideString;
rowIdx: The 0 based row index to use.
colIdx: The 0 based column index to use.
Returns the current cell value at the supplied index.

getRowCount function getRowCount: SYSINT;
Returns the number of rows

getColumnCount function getColumnCount: SYSINT;
Returns the number of colums.

insertRow procedure insertRow(Idx: Integer);
Idx: The 0 based row index to use.
Inserts an empty row at index Idx.

deleteRow procedure deleteRow(Idx: Integer);
Idx: The 0 based row index to use.
Deletes the row at index Idx.

moveRow procedure moveRow(OldIdx: Integer; NewIdx: Integer);
OldIdx: The 0 based row index to move from.
NewIdx: The 0 based row index to move to.
Moves a row from old Idx to NewIdx
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10.10 Component Properties
The following section describes properties of the standard components, exposed 
in the Object Inspector. For simplicity and ease of use, it is listed in alphabetical 
order.

Table 8: Component properties listen in the Object Inspector

Action: Designates the action associated with the control.

Active: Use Active to determine or set whether a data set is populated with data. 
When Active is false, the data set is closed; the data set cannot read or write 
data and data-aware controls can not use it to fetch data or post edits. When 
Active is true, the data set can be populated with data. It can read data from a 
database or other source (such as a provider). 

ActivePage: Specifies the page currently displayed by the page control.

AliasName (Database): Specifies the Borland Database Engine (BDE) alias used by 
this database connection

Align: Determines how the control aligns within its container (parent control).

Alignment: Controls the horizontal placement of the text within the label.

AllowEditingOfDefaultName: Determines if the user should be allowed to edit 
the suggested name in the save dialog.

AllowGrayed: Determines whether check box can be in a “grayed” state.

AllowUp: Specifies whether all speed buttons in the group that contains this 
speed button can be unselected at the same time.

Anchors: Specifies how the control is anchored to its parent. Use Anchors to 
ensure that a control maintains its current position relative to an edge of its 
parent, even if the parent is resized. When its parent is resized, the control 
holds its position relative to the edges to which it is anchored. If a control is 
anchored to opposite edges of its parent, the control stretches when its parent 
is resized.

Attributes: Set Attributes to specify whether a connection object performs 
retaining commits or retaining aborts. The two behaviors are independent of 
each other. Attributes can contain one of the two TXactAttribute values 
(xaCommitRetaining and xaAbortRetaining), both values, or neither value.

AutoCalcFields: Determines when the OnCalcFields event is triggered. Set 
AutoCalcFields to control when the OnCalcFields event is triggered to update 
calculated fields during data set processing. A calculated field is one that 
derives its value from the values of one or more fields in the active record, 
sometimes with additional processing.

AutoCalcFields (Table): Determines when the OnCalcFields event is triggered.

AutoCloseUp: When AutoCloseUp is true, the drop-down closes up 
automatically when the user selects an item.
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AutoComplete: When AutoComplete is true, the combo box responds to user 
keystrokes by searching the Items property array for the first item that matches 
the string entered so far. When AutoComplete is false, this feature is disabled. 

AutoDropDown: When AutoDropDown is true, the combo box automatically 
drops down its list when the user starts typing a string while the combo box has 
focus. When AutoDropDown is false, the user must explicitly use the drop-down 
button to drop down the combo box list.

AutoEdit: Determines if a data source component automatically calls a data set’s 
Edit method when a data-aware control associated with the data source receives 
focus.

AutoRefresh: Specifies whether server-generated field values are automatically 
re-fetched.

AutoScroll: Use AutoScroll to specify whether the page scroller scrolls when the 
mouse hovers over one of its arrows.

AutoSelect: Determines whether all the text in the edit control is automatically 
selected when the control gets focus.

AutoSize: Determines whether the size of the label automatically resizes to 
accommodate the text.

BevelEdges: Use BevelEdges to get or set which edges of the control are beveled. 
The BevelInner and BevelOuter properties determine the appearance of the 
specified edges.

BevelInner: Determines the style of the inner bevel of a panel.

BevelKind: Use BevelKind to modify the appearance of a bevel. BevelKind 
influences how sharply the bevel stands out.

BevelOuter: Determines the style of the outer bevel of a panel.

BevelWidth: Determines the width, in pixels, of both the inner and outer bevels 
of a panel.

BiDiMode: Specifies the bi-directional mode for the control. Use BiDiMode to 
enable the control to adjust its appearance and behavior automatically when the 
application runs in a locale that reads from right to left instead of left to right.

BorderStyle: Determines whether the edit control has a single line border around 
the client area.

BorderWidth: Use BorderWidth to specify how wide the border around the panel 
should be. A value of 0 (zero) means no border should appear.

CacheSize: Set CacheSize to control how many rows the ADO data set’s provider 
keeps cached in its buffer and how many to retrieve at one time into local 
memory. Default value of CacheSize is 1 and the minimum allowed value is 1.

CachedUpdates: Specifies whether cached updates are enabled for a data set.

Table 8: Component properties listen in the Object Inspector
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CalAlignment: Set CalAlignment to dtaLeft or dtaRight to align the drop-down 
calendar on the left or right side of the component. This property is applicable 
only if the Kind property is dtkDate and the DateMode property is 
dmComboBox.

CalColors: Use the CalColors property to get or set the calendar's background 
color, month background color, text color, title background color, title text 
color, and trailing text color.

Cancel: Determines whether the button’s OnClick event handler executes when 
the Escape key is pressed.

Caption: Specifies a text string that identifies the control to the user.

Center: When the image does not fit perfectly within the image control, use 
Center to specify how the image is positioned. When Center is true, the image is 
centered in the control. When Center is false, the upper left corner of the image 
is positioned at the upper left corner of the control. The default value for Center 
is false. Note:Center has no effect if the AutoSize property is true or if the 
Stretch property is true and Picture does not specify an icon. 

ChannelID: Specifies the Viz Engine channel that should be used.

CharCase: Determines the case of the text within the edit control.

Checked: Specifies whether the check box appears checked.

Cmd: Deprecated (no longer in use).

Collate: Collate is true whenever the Collate check box is selected in the Print 
dialog. To make the dialog open with the check box selected, set Collate to true 
in the Object Inspector or in program code.

Color: Specifies the background color of the control.

Columns: Use Columns to specify the number of columns, in a multi-column list 
box, that are visible without having to use the horizontal scroll bar.

CommandTimeOut: Use CommandTimeout to specify the amount of time, in 
seconds, that can expire before an attempt to execute a command is considered 
unsuccessful. The default value is 30 seconds.

Connected: Set Connected to true to establish a connection to an ADO data 
store without opening a data set. Set Connected to false to close a connection. 
The default value for Connected is false.

Connection: Use Connection to specify an ADO connection object to use to 
connect to an ADO data store.

ConnectionString: Set ConnectionString to specify the information needed to 
connect the ADO connection component to the data store. The value used for 
ConnectionString consists of one or more arguments ADO uses to establish the 
connection. Specify multiple arguments as a list with individual arguments 
separated by semicolons.

ConnectionTimeOut: Use ConnectionTimeout to specify the amount of time, in 
seconds, that can expire before an attempt to make a connection is considered 
unsuccessful. The default value is 15 seconds.

Table 8: Component properties listen in the Object Inspector
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ConnectOptions: Set ConnectOptions to specify whether the connection 
established by the TADOConnection is synchronous or asynchronous. The 
default value for ConnectOptions is coConnectUnspecified.

Constrained: Indicates whether updates and inserts, that don not conform to the 
result set generated by a SELECT statement, are permitted for Paradox and 
dBASE tables.

Constraints: Specifies the size constraints for the control.

Constraints (DataSet): Specifies record-level constraints that must be met when 
editing the data.

ControlObjectName: Used to map the Field Identifier ID set for the scene. See 
also ControlObjectName and Control Plug-ins.

ControlValue: The value that the control object in Viz Engine should receive.

Copies: If Copies is 0 or 1, the dialog will have 1 in the Number of Copies field. 
To make the dialog open with 2 or more copies selected, set the value of Copies 
in the Object Inspector or in program code.

Ctl3D: Determines whether a control has a three-dimensional (3-D) or two-
dimensional look.

Cursor: Specifies the image used to represent the mouse pointer when it passes 
into the region covered by the control

CursorLocation: Use CursorLocation to indicate whether the cursors that use the 
connection object to connect to the ADO datastore use a client-side or server-
side cursor library. CursorLocation only affects connections opened after the 
property is set. The default value for CursorLocation is clUseClient.

CursorType: Set CursorType to indicate the type of cursor the ADO data set uses 
for the record set when it is opened. CursorType must be set prior to activating 
the data set component. Among other cursor aspects, CursorType affects 
directional scrolling through a record set and the visibility of changes made by 
other users. The default value of CursorType is ctKeyset.

CustomColors: Each custom color is represented as a string of the form 
ColorX=HexValue. For example, the following string sets the first custom color: 
ColorA=808022. Up to 16 custom colors (ColorA through ColorP) can be set.

DatabaseName: Specifies the name of the database associated with this data 
set.

DataField: Specifies the field from which the edit control displays data. 

DataSet: Specifies the data set for which the data source component serves as a 
conduit to data-aware controls. Set DataSet to the name of an existing data set 
component either at design time, or at runtime. By changing the value of 
DataSet at runtime an application can effectively use the same data-aware 
controls to display and edit data in different data sets.
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DataSetField: Use DataSetField when the data set is the nested detail set of 
another data set, such as an Oracle8 nested data set. Read DataSetField to 
access the data set field component in the master data set that includes this 
data set as a detail. Set DataSetField to a field component in the master data set 
to assign this data set as the value of that field.

DataSource: Links the edit control to the data set that contains the field it 
represents.

DataSource: Specifies the data source component from which to extract current 
field values to use with same-name parameters in the query’s SQL statement.

Date: Use Date to get or set the date that is marked on the calendar. The value 
of Date must lie within the range specified by the MaxDate and MinDate 
properties. If MultiSelect is true, the selected range of dates goes from Date to 
EndDate.

DateFormat: If DateFormat is set to dfShort, the date is formatted using the 
short date format specified in the Windows control panel. By default, it appears 
like this: 3/21/97. If DateFormat is set to dfLong, the date is formatted using 
the long date format specified in the Windows control panel. By default, it 
appears like this: Friday, March 21, 1997 (applies only when Kind is dtkDate.). 
For custom date formats, set the Format property.

DateMode: If DateMode is dmComboBox, the component has a drop-down 
calendar illustration from which the user can select a date. If DateMode is 
dmUpDown, the component has Up/Down arrows with which the user can adjust 
the date. (Applies only when Kind is dtkDate.)

Default: Determines whether the component’s OnClick event handler executes 
when the Enter key is pressed.

DefaultDatabase: Set DefaultDatabase to indicate the database the ADO 
connection objects uses if the connection to the database specified in 
ConnectionString is unavailable, the connection cannot be made, or the 
database is not specified in the connection string.

DefaultExt: DefaultExt specifies a file extension that is appended automatically 
to the selected file name, unless the selected file name already includes a 
registered extension. If the user selects a file name with an extension that is 
unregistered, DefaultExt is appended to the unregistered extension.

DefaultIndex (Table): Specifies if the data in the table should be ordered on a 
default index when opened.

DestHeight: The destination height of the image in Viz Engine. If set to <> 0 a 
crop tool will appear if the selected image does not adhere to the aspect given 
by DestHeight and DestWidth.

DestWidth: The destination width of the image in Viz Engine. If set to <> 0 a 
crop tool will appear if the selected image does not adhere to the aspect given 
by DestHeight and DestWidth.

Device: Use Device to specify whether the dialog should list screen fonts 
(fdScreen), printer fonts (fdPrinter), or both screen and printer fonts (fdBoth).
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DockSite: Specifies whether the control can be the target of drag-and-dock 
operations.

Down: Specifies whether the button is selected (down) or unselected (up).

Director: Specifies the Viz Engine director.

DragCursor: Indicates the image used to represent the mouse pointer when the 
control is being dragged.

DragKind: Specifies whether the control is being dragged normally or for 
docking.

DragMode: Determines how the control initiates drag-and-drop or drag-and-
dock operations. Enable automatic dragging by setting DragMode to 
dmAutomatic.

DropDownCount: By default, the drop-down list is long enough to contain eight 
items without requiring the user to scroll to see them all. To make the drop-
down list smaller or larger, specify a number larger or smaller than eight as the 
DropDownCount value. If the DropDownCount value is larger than the number 
of items in the Items property, the drop-down list will be just large enough to 
hold all the possible choices and no more. If the DropDownCount value is 
smaller then the number of item in the Items property, the drop down list will 
display a scroll bar.

DriverName (Database): Specifies the name of the BDE driver for the database.

EditMask: Use EditMask to restrict the characters a user can enter into the 
masked edit control to valid characters and formats. If the user attempts to 
enter an invalid character, the edit control does not accept the character. 
Validation is performed on a character-by-character basis by the ValidateEdit 
method. Setting EditMask to an empty string removes the mask.

EnableBCD: Use the EnableBCD property to specify how fields are mapped to 
field classes. If EnableBCD is true, (the default value) adDecimal and adNumeric 
fields are mapped to the TBCDField class when field objects are created. If 
EnableBCD is false, the fields are mapped to the TFloatField class.

Enabled: Controls whether the control responds to mouse, keyboard, and timer 
events.

EnableSpellCheck: Enables the user to spell check the text content of a 
template.

EvObjects: A list of paths to other objects in Viz Engine that should be 
controlled like the current control.

ExecuteOptions: Set ExecuteOptions to control the characteristics of a command 
(a data retrieval operation) executed from the ADO data set component.

ExecuteOptions.eoAsyncExecute: The command or data fetch operation is 
executed asynchronously.

ExecuteOptions.eoAsyncFetch: The data set first fetches the number of records 
specified by the CacheSize property synchronously, then fetches any remaining 
rows asynchronously.
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ExecuteOptions.eoAsyncFetchNonBlocking: Asynchronous data fetches or 
command execution do not block the current thread of execution.

ExecuteOptions.eoExecuteNoRecords: A command or stored procedure that 
does not return data. If any rows are retrieved, they are discarded and not 
returned.

Exclusive (Database): Enables an application to gain sole access to a database.

Exclusive (Table): Enables an application to gain sole access to a Paradox or 
dBASE table.

ExtendedSelect: Determines if the user can select a sequential range of items in 
the list box.

FieldDefs (DataSet/Table): Points to the list of field definitions for the data set.

FileName: The FileName property contains the name and complete directory 
path of the most recently selected file. The value of FileName is the same as the 
first item in the Files property.

Filter: The file-selection dialog includes a drop-down list of file types under the 
edit box. When the user picks a file type from the list, only files of the selected 
type are displayed in the dialog.

Filter (DataSet/Query): Specifies the text of the current filter for a data set.

Filtered (DataSet/Query): Specifies whether filtering is active for a data set.

FilterOptions (DataSet/Query): Specifies whether filtering is case insensitive, and 
whether or not partial comparisons are permitted when filtering records.

FilterIndex: FilterIndex determines which of the file types in Filter is selected by 
default when the dialog opens. Set FilterIndex to 1 to choose the first file type in 
the list as the default, or set FilterIndex to 2 to choose the second file type as 
the default, and so forth.

FindText: FindText contains the text string that the user wants to search for. 
When the user clicks the Find Next button, the text in the dialog’s edit box is 
automatically assigned to FindText. To make a default text string appear in the 
edit box when the dialog opens, assign a value to FindText in the Object 
Inspector or in program code.

Flat: Determines whether the button has a 3D border that provides a raised or 
lowered look.

FocusControl: Designates a windowed control associated with the label. Set 
FocusControl to the windowed control that should receive focus when the user 
presses the accelerator key specified by the label. Specify an accelerator key by 
preceding a character in the label text with an ampersand (&) and setting the 
ShowAccelChar property to True.

Font: Controls the attributes of text written on or in the control.

Font.Charset: Specifies the character set of the font.

Font.Color: Specifies the color of the text.

Font.Heigth: Specifies the height of the font.
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Font.Name: Identifies the typeface of the font.

Font.Pitch: Specifies whether the characters in the font all have the same width.

Font.Size: Specifies the height of the font in points.

Font.Style: Determines whether the font is normal, italic, underlined, bold, and 
so on.

ForceDotAsDecimalSeperator: Determines if local specific decimal separator 
should be ignored and . used as separator.

Format: Format specifies custom format string for the date-time display, 
overriding the control panel strings. A custom format can include both date and 
time fields, but time fields are not editable unless the Kind property is dtkTime.
Examples:
dd: The two-digit day. Single-digit day values are preceded by a zero.
MM : The two-digit month number. Single-digit values are preceded by a zero.
yy : The last two digits of the year (that is, 2001 would be displayed as "01").

Frequency: Use Frequency to specify the spacing of the tick marks, using the 
logical units used by the Position property. For example, a Frequency of 5 sets a 
tick mark at every fifth possible increment.

FromPage: The FromPage property corresponds to the From field in the Print 
dialog.

FullRepaint: Determines how the panel repaints itself when it is resized. When 
FullRepaint is true, the entire panel, including the beveled border repaints when 
the size changes. When FullRepaint is false, only the area inside the beveled 
border repaints.

Global: Determines if the targa clip should be controlled on a global lever or on 
Viz Engine director level.

Glyph: Specifies the bitmap that appears on the bitmap button.

GroupIndex: Buttons with the same property value (other than 0), work together 
as a group and can present mutually exclusive choices to the user.

HandleShared (Database): Specifies whether or not to share a database handle.

Height: Specifies the vertical size of the control in pixels.

HelpContext: HelpContext supports help systems that use numeric topic IDs. 
For help systems that use topic keywords, see HelpKeyword. To enable context-
sensitive help for a control, set HelpType to htContext and set HelpContext to a 
numeric topic ID. A topic ID of 0 (default) means that no help topic is provided 
for the control.

HelpKeyword: HelpKeyword supports help systems that use topic keywords. For 
help systems that use numeric topic IDs, see HelpContext. To enable context-
sensitive help for a control, set HelpType to htKeyword and set HelpKeyword to 
a keyword string. No keyword (zero-length string; default) means that no help 
topic is provided for the control.
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HelpType: Set HelpType to specify whether the control identifies its context-
sensitive help topic by ID or keyword. When HelpType is htContext, the 
HelpContext property identifies the control’s help topic. When HelpType is 
htKeyword, the HelpKeyword property identifies the control’s help topic.

HideFileSelector: Determines if the File Selector icon should be hidden.

HideObjects: A list of paths to other objects in Viz Engine that should be hidden 
if this control is hidden. See HideOnEmpty.

HideOnEmpty: If the current control is empty, meaning there is no text, no 
image selected etc then the control will hidden in Viz Engine.

HideSelection: Determines whether the visual indication of the selected text 
remains when focus shifts to another control.

Hint: Contains the text string that can appear when the user moves the mouse 
over the control.

HorzScrollBar: HorzScrollBar properties.

HorzScrollBar.ButtonSize: Size of the horizontal scroll bar button.

HorzScrollBar.Color: Color of the horizontal scroll bar.

HorzScrollBar.Increment: Scroll increment.

HorzScrollBar.ParentColor: To have a control use the same color as its parent 
control, set ParentColor to true. If ParentColor is false, the control uses its own 
Color property.

HorzScrollBar.Position: Indicates the current position of the scroll bar.

HorzScrollBar.Range: Determines how far the scrolling region of the associated 
control can move.

HorzScrollBar.Visible: Determines if the horizontal scroll bar should be visible or 
not.

HotTrack: Determines whether labels on the tab under the mouse are 
automatically highlighted.

ImageInfo: Information about the image selected from Viz Object Store

ImageInfoKey: Deprecated (no longer in use).

ImageKeywords: Keywords for the image selected from Viz Object Store

ImageSources: Use the ImageSources property to set the sources the user 
should be able to pick images from.

ImageSources.isAdvancedCuriousMap: The user can search and select a map 
from the Viz World Client.

ImageSources.isArdome: The user is allowed to search for clips in Ardome.

ImageSources.isBackground: Deprecated.

ImageSources.isCuriousMap: The user can search and select a map from the Viz 
World Client (simplified version).
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ImageSources.isDatabase: The user can select an image from Viz Object Store.

ImageSources.isFileOpen: The user can select a file from the file system.

ImageSources.isImage: The user can drag and drop images from the image pool 
found under the Viz tab in Viz Content Pilot.

ImageSources.isMaterial: The user can drag and drop materials from the 
material pool found under the Viz tab in Viz Content Pilot.

ImageSources.isObject: The user can drag and drop objects from the “geom” 
pool found under the Viz tab in Viz Content Pilot.

ImageSources.isPaste: The user is allowed to paste images from the clipboard.

ImageSources.isProximity: The user is allowed to select images or video clips 
from Proximity’s Artbox. Requires the Proximity Artbox asset management 
system. 

ImageSources.isRGB: The user can drag and drop files from the RGB-files tab in 
Viz Content Pilot.

ImageSources.isScene: The user can drag and drop scenes from the scene pool 
found under the Viz Engine tab/button in Viz Content Pilot.

ImeMode: Determines the behavior of the input method editor (IME). Set 
ImeMode to configure the way an IME processes user keystrokes. An IME is a 
front-end input processor for Asian language characters.

ImeName: Specifies the input method editor (IME) to use for converting 
keyboard input to Asian language characters.

Imported: Boolean telling us if the current was opened and filled externally.

Increment: Determines the increment.

IncrementalDisplay: Specifies whether successive approximations of the image 
should be drawn during slow operations. Set IncrementalDisplay to True on 
large compressed images that take a long time to load or on images that may be 
altered by a computationally slow process. When IncrementalDisplay is True, 
partial renderings of the image are drawn periodically during slow operations 
such as loading. 

IndexDefs (Table): Contains information about the indexes for a table.

IndexFieldNames (Table): Lists the columns to use as an index for a table.

IndexFiles (Table): Specifies one or more dBASE index file(s) to use for a dBASE 
table that uses non-production indexes.

IndexName (Table): Identifies a secondary index for the table.

IntegerMode: Determines if the control will only use integer values.

InitialDir: InitialDir determines the default directory displayed in the file-
selection dialog when it opens. For example, to point the dialog at the /home/
company/docs directory, set the value if InitialDir to /home/company/docs. If 
no value is assigned to InitialDir, or if the specified directory does not exist, the 
initial directory is the current working directory.
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IntegralHeight: Determines whether the list box displays the partial items.

InternalSpacing: Determines the spacing, in pixels, between each field.

Interval: Interval determines how frequently the OnTimer event occurs. Each 
time the specified interval passes, the OnTimer event occurs. Use Interval to 
specify any cardinal value as the interval between OnTimer events. The default 
value is 1000 (one second).

IsolationLevel: Use IsolationLevel to specify the transaction isolation level for a 
connection. The transaction isolation level determines how a transaction 
interacts with other simultaneous transactions when they work with the same 
tables, and how much a transaction sees of the work performed by other 
transactions. The default value for IsolationLevel is ilCursorStability.

ItemHeight: Specifies the height in pixels of an item in an owner-draw list box.

ItemsIndex: Indicates which item in the list is selected.

Items: Contains the strings that appear in the list box.

KeepConnection (Database): Specifies whether an application remains 
connected to a database even if no data sets are open.

Keyframe: Specifies the Viz Engine keyframe to control.

Kind: Use Kind to specify the appearance of the component’s control and its 
response when the user clicks the button. 

Layout: Specifies the vertical placement of the text within the label.

Left: Specifies the horizontal coordinate of the left edge of a component relative 
to its parent. 

Lines: Contains the individual lines of text in the memo control.

LinkName: When selecting an image connected to a person in Viz Object Store, 
the name of the person can be automatically put into an edit box. Use LinkName 
to set the edit box that should receive the name of the person

LinkTitle: When selecting an image connected to a person in Viz Object Store, 
the title of the person can be automatically put into an edit box. Use LinkTitle to 
set the edit box that should receive the title of the person.

LineSize: Use LineSize to specify the distance along the slider that represents a 
single unit. The current Position is marked by a slider.

Locked: Determines whether a panel that is used as a toolbar is replaced by a 
toolbar supplied by an OLE server.

LockType: Use LockType to specify the lock type to use when opening a data 
set. LockType determines whether the row locking scheme for a record set will 
be pessimistic, optimistic, or read-only. To be effective, LockType must be set 
prior to activating the ADO data set component.

LoginPrompt: Specifies whether a login dialog appears immediately before 
opening a new connection.

Margin: The margin is the space between the image edge and the button edge. 
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MarshalOptions: Use MarshalOptions when the data set component uses a 
client-side cursor and data changes are to be sent back to the server. 
MarshalOptions specifies which records in the local record set are sent to the 
middle tier or server. A value of moMarshalAll results in all records in the local 
record set being packaged and sent back. A value of moMarshalModifiedOnly 
sends back only those records that have actually been changed in the local 
record set The default value for MarshalOptions is moMarshalAll.

MasterFields (Table): Specifies one or more fields in a master table to link with 
corresponding fields in this table in order to establish a master-detail 
relationship between the tables.

MasterSource (Table): Specifies the name of the data source for a data set to use 
as a master table when establishing a detail-master relationship between this 
table and another one.

Max: Specifies the maximum size of an interval, see Min. 

MaxDate: Use MaxDate to get or set the maximum date to which users can scroll 
the calendar. The values of the Date and EndDate properties cannot exceed 
MaxDate.

MaxFontSize: Assign a value to MaxFontSize to limit the font sizes available in 
the dialog. MaxFontSize is inoperative unless the fdLimitSize flag is set in 
Options.

MaxLength: Specifies the maximum number of characters the user can enter 
into the edit control.

MaxRecords: Use MaxRecords to control the number of rows the provider for 
the ADO data set component returns from the data source. Set MaxRecords to 
indicate the maximum number of rows. The default value for MaxRecords is 0 
(zero), which places no limits on the result set.

MaxValue: Specifies the maximum value allowed, see MinValue.

Min: Specifies the minimum size of an interval, see Max. 

MinDate: Use MinDate to get or set the minimum date that can be selected.

MinFontSize: Assign a value to MinFontSize to limit the font sizes available in 
the dialog. MinFontSize is inoperative unless the fdLimitSize flag is set in 
Options.

MinValue: Specifies the minimum value allowed, see MinValue.

ModalResult: Determines whether and how the button closes its (modal) parent 
form.

Mode: Read Mode to determine the permissions available to the connection after 
the connection has been activated. The permissions expressed in Mode govern 
the types of operations (such as reading and writing) can be performed through 
the connection. They also control how these operations are affected by and 
affect other concurrent users.

MultiLine: Determines whether the tabs can appear on more than one row. 
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MultiSelect: Determines whether the user can select more than one element at a 
time.

MultiSelection: Indicates if the user is allowed to multi select or not.

Name: Specifies the name of the control as referenced in code. 

NumGlyphs: Specifies the bitmap that appears on the bitmap button.

ObjectView (DataSet/Query): Specifies whether fields are to be stored 
hierarchically or flattened out in the Fields property.

OEMConvert: Determines whether characters typed in the edit control are 
converted from ANSI to OEM and then back to ANSI.

Options: Use the Options property to customize the appearance and 
functionality of the dialog. By default, all options are off.

Options.cdAnyColor: Allow the user to select non-solid colors (which may have 
to be approximated by dithering).

Options.cdFullOpen: Display custom color options when the dialog opens.

Options.cdPreventFullOpen: Disable the Define Custom Colors button in the 
dialog, so that the user cannot define new colors.

Options.cdShowHelp: Add a Help button to the color dialog.

Options.cdSolidColor: Direct Windows to use the nearest solid color to the color 
chosen.

Options.fdAnsiOnly: Displays only fonts that use the Windows character set. 
Symbol fonts are not listed in the dialog.

Options.fdApplyButton: Displays an Apply button in the dialog, whether or not 
there is an OnApply event handler.

Options.fdEffects: Displays the Effects check boxes (Strikeout and Underline) 
and the Color list box in the dialog.

Options.fdFixedPitchOnly: Displays only monospaced fonts in the dialog. 
Proportionally spaced fonts are not listed, nor are TrueType fonts that do not 
have the fixed-pitch flag set in the style header.

Options.fdForceFontExist: Allows the user to enter only fonts that are displayed 
in the dialog (that is, listed in the Font combo box). If the user tries to enter 
another font name, an error message appears.

Options.fdLimitSize: Enables the MaxFontSize and MinFontSize properties, 
limiting the range of font sizes that appear in the dialog if these properties have 
values.

Options.fdNoFaceSel: Causes the dialog to open without a preselected font 
name in the Font combo box.

Options.fdNoOEMFonts: Removes OEM fonts from the dialog’s combo box. Lists 
only non-OEM fonts.
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Options.fdNoSimulations: Displays only fonts and font styles that are directly 
supported by the font definition file. GDI-synthesized bold and italic styles (for 
bitmap fonts) are not listed.

Options.fdNoSizeSel: Causes the dialog to open without a preselected size in 
the Size combo box.

Options.fdNoStyleSel: Causes the dialog to open without a preselected style in 
the Font Style combo box.

Options.fdNoVectorFonts: Removes vector fonts from the dialog’s combo box; 
lists only non-vector fonts. (Vector fonts are Windows 1.0 fonts, such as Roman 
or Script, which resemble pen-plotter output.)

Options.fdScalableOnly: Displays only scalable fonts in the dialog. Non-scalable 
(bitmap) fonts are removed from the list.

Options.fdShowHelp: Displays a Help button in the dialog.

Options.fdTrueTypeOnly: Displays only TrueType fonts in the dialog. Other 
fonts are not listed.

Options.fdWysiwyg: Displays only fonts that are available to both the printer and 
the screen. Device-specific fonts are not listed in the dialog.

Options.frDisableMatchCase: Disables (grays) the Match Case check box in a 
find dialog. 

Options.frDisableUpDown: Disables (grays) the Up and Down buttons, which 
determine the direction of the search.

Options.frDisableWholeWord: Disables (grays) the Match Whole Word check box 
of find dialog.

Options.frDown: Selects the Down button by default when the dialog opens. If 
the frDown flags is off, Up is selected when the dialog opens. (By default, 
frDown is on.) 

Options.frFindNext: This flag is turned on when the user clicks the Find Next 
button and turned off when the dialog closes.

Options.frHideMatchCase: Removes the Match Case check box from the dialog.

Options.frHideUpDown: Removes the Up and Down buttons from the dialog.

Options.frHideWholeWord: Removes the Match Whole Word check box from the 
dialog.

Options.frMatchCase: This flag is turned on (off) when the user selects 
(deselects) the Match Case check box. To select the check box by default when 
the dialog opens, set frMatchCase at design time.

Options.frReplace: Applies to TReplaceDialog only. This flag is set by the system 
to indicate that the application should replace the current occurrence (and only 
the current occurrence) of the FindText string with the ReplaceText string. Not 
used in search routines.
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Options.frReplaceAll: Applies to TReplaceDialog only. This flag is set by the 
system to indicate that the application should replace all occurrences of the 
FindText string with the ReplaceText string. 

Options.frShowHelp: Displays a Help button in the dialog. 

Options.frWholeWord: This flag is turned on (off) when the user selects 
(deselects) the Match Whole Word check box. To select the check box by default 
when the dialog opens, set frWholeWord at design time.

Options.ofAllowMultiSelect: Allows users to select more than one file in the 
dialog.

Options.ofCreatePrompt: Generates a warning message if the user tries to select 
a nonexistent file, asking whether to create a new file with the specified name.

Options.ofDontAddToRecent: Prevents the file from being added to the list of 
recently opened files.

Options.ofEnableIncludeNotify: (Windows 2000 and later.) Sends 
CDN_INCLUDEITEM notification messages to the dialog when the user opens a 
folder. A notification is sent for each item in the newly opened folder. It is also 
possible to use these messages to control which items appear in the folder’s 
item list.

Options.ofEnableSizing: (Windows 98 and later) Lets the Explorer-style dialog 
be resized with the mouse or keyboard. By default, the dialog allows this 
resizing regardless of the value of this option. It is only required when a hook 
procedure or custom template is provided (old style dialogs never permit 
resizing).

Options.ofExtensionDifferent: This flag is turned on at runtime whenever the 
selected filename has an extension that differs from DefaultExt. Remember to 
reset it if this flag is used in an application.

Options.ofFileMustExist: Generates an error message if the user tries to select a 
nonexistent file. (only applies to Open dialogs).

Options.ofForceShowHidden: Ensures that hidden files are visible in the dialog.

Options.ofHideReadOnly: Removes the Open As Read Only check box from the 
dialog.

Options.ofNoChangeDir: After the user clicks OK, resets the current directory to 
whatever it was before the file-selection dialog opened.

Options.ofNoDereferenceLinks: Disables dereferencing of Windows shortcuts. If 
the user selects a shortcut, assigns to FileName the path and file name of the 
shortcut itself (the .LNK file), rather than the file linked to the shortcut.

Options.ofNoLongNames: Displays 8.3-character file names only. This option is 
only valid if Options also includes ofOldStyleDialog.

Options.ofNoNetworkButton: Removes the Network button (which opens a Map 
Network Drive dialog) from the file-selection dialog. Applies only if the 
ofOldStyleDialog flag is on.
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Options.ofNoReadOnlyReturn: Generates an error message if the user tries to 
select a read-only file.

Options.ofNoTestFileCreate: Disables checking for network file protection and 
inaccessibility of disk drives. Applies only when the user tries to save a file in a 
create-no-modify shared network directory.

Options.ofNoValidate: Disables checking for invalid characters in file names. 
Allows selection of file names with invalid characters.

Options.ofOldStyleDialog: Creates the older style of file-selection dialog.

Options.ofOverwritePrompt: Generates a warning message if the user tries to 
select a file name that is already in use, asking whether to overwrite the existing 
file. (Use with save dialogs.)

Options.ofPathMustExist: Generates an error message if the user tries to select a 
file name with a nonexistent directory path.

Options.ofReadOnly: Selects the Open As Read Only check box by default when 
the dialog opens.

Options.ofShareWare: Ignores sharing errors and allows files to be selected even 
when sharing violations occur.

Options.ofShowHelp: Displays a Help button in the dialog.

Options.poDisablePrintToFile: Disables (grays) the Print To File Check box. 
(Applicable only if the poPrintToFile flag is set.)

Options.poHelp: Displays a Help button in the dialog. May not work in some 
versions of Windows 95.

Options.poPageNums: Enables the Pages radio button, allowing the user to 
specify a page range.

Options.poPrintToFile: Displays a Print To File check box in the dialog.

Options.poSelection: Enables the Selection radio button, allowing the user to 
print selected (highlighted) text.

Options.poWarning: Generates a warning message if the user tries to send a job 
to an uninstalled printer.

OptionsEx: Use the OptionsEx property to further customize the file open dialog 
beyond the options covered by the Options property.

OptionsEx.ofExNoPlacesBar: Setting ofExNoPlacesBar to True hides the “Places 
Bar”. The “Places Bar” provides shortcuts to places on the computer or the 
network from which a file can be opened, such as the History folder, the 
desktop, or My Network Places.

Orientation: Specifies whether the track bar is horizontal or vertical.

OwnerDraw: Set OwnerDraw to true to enable events that allow the control to 
draw itself by overriding any default painting behavior.

PageSize: Specifies the amount Position is changed when the PageUp or 
PageDown key is pressed, or when the bar is clicked.
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ParamCheck (Query): Specifies whether the parameter list for a query is 
regenerated if the SQL property changes at runtime.

Parameters: At design-time, use Parameters to access the parameters for the 
SQL statement used by the ADO component. Use the properties and methods of 
Parameters to set and get individual parameter values or to set or inspect 
parameter attributes. At runtime, use the Parameters property editor to access 
the collection of parameters.

Params (Database): Contains database connection parameters for the Borland 
Database Engine (BDE) alias associated with the database component.

Params (Query): Contains the parameters for a query’s SQL statement.

ParentBackground: Determines whether control uses parent's theme 
background. If ParentBackground is true, the control uses the parent's theme 
background to draw its own background. ParentBackground has no effect unless 
XP themes are enabled. 

ParentBiDiMode: Specifies whether the control uses its parent’s BiDiMode.

ParentColor: Determines where a control looks for its color information. To have 
a control use the same color as its parent control, set ParentColor to True. If 
ParentColor is False, the control uses its own Color property.

ParentCtl3D: Determines where a component looks to determine if it should 
appear three dimensional.

ParentFont: Determines where a control looks for its font information. To have a 
control use the same font as its parent control, set ParentFont to True. If 
ParentFont is False, the control uses its own Font property.

ParentShowHint: Determines where a control looks to find out if its Help Hint 
should be shown.

ParseInput: Enables the OnUserInput event. If ParseInput is true, the 
OnUserInput event occurs whenever the user types into the component’s edit 
box.

PasswordChar: Indicates the character, if any, to display in place of the actual 
characters typed in the control.

PersonInfo: List with information about the person selected from Viz Object 
Store.

picFilename: Contains the path to the image/map/video that the control 
contains.

Picture: Specifies the image that appears on the image control.

Pool: The Viz Engine pool that the item selector should display (like SCENE, 
GEOM, FONT etc).

PopupMenu: Identifies the pop-up menu associated with the control.

Position: Contains the current position of the slider of a TTrackBar. 

Prefix: Specifies the prefix for a save name.
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Prepared: Set Prepared before calling the Open method to specify whether ADO 
prepares the command used to create the data set’s record set. If Prepared is set 
to true and the data set component is connected to a data store, ADO prepares 
the command before executing it. If Prepared is set to false, ADO does not 
prepare the command. The default value of Prepared is false.

PrintRange: The value of PrintRange corresponds the All, Selection, and Pages 
(From/To) radio buttons in the Print dialog.

PrintToFile: PrintToFile is true whenever the Print To File check box is selected in 
the dialog.

Proportional: Indicates whether the image should be changed, without 
distortion, so that it fits the bounds of the image control.

Provider: Set Provider to indicate the provider the ADO connection object uses. 
The provider a connection is to use can also be specified in the string entered in 
ConnectionString. If Provider is left blank and the provider specified through 
ConnectionString, when the connection is activated the Provider property is 
automatically set indicating the provider used.

RaggedRight: Specifies whether rows of tabs stretch to fill the width of the 
control.

RDSConnection: Use RDSConnection to specify the RDS connection component 
to use to obtain the record set when the TADODataSet is opened. This property 
is mutually exclusive of the Connection property.

ReadOnly: Determines whether the user can change the text of the edit control.

ReadOnly (Database): Specifies that the database connection provides read-only 
access.

ReplaceText: ReplaceText, taken from the Replace With edit box, contains the 
text string that will replace FindText.

RequestLive (Query): Specifies whether an application expects to receive a live 
result set from the Borland Database Engine (BDE) when the query executes.

RequiredKeyWords: Defines the required keywords used when searching for 
media content. This is currently relevant for Viz Object Store searches only.

RequiredKeyWordsMode: Sets the options RequireOne or RequireAll. Searches 
can be performed with information from the RequiredKeyWords field.

RTL: Right to left reading.

RTL.rtlReading: Specifies that the text is displayed with right to left reading 
order.

RTL.rtlReading: The text is right-aligned.

ReverseSorting: Indicates if reverse sorting is active.

SaveNameTextFields: Click the ellipsis button to bring up and editor where you 
can select the edit boxes that should be used for generating a save name.

ScrollBars: Determines whether the memo control has any scroll bars.
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ScrollOpposite: Determines how the rows of tabs are scrolled in a multiline tab 
control.

ScrollWidth: Specifies the width, in pixels, by which the list box can scroll 
horizontally.

SelEnd: Specifies the position of the end point of the selection range. 

SelectedPath: The Viz Engine path of the selected item.

SelStart: Specifies the position of the starting point of the selection range. 

SendSJIS: Sends the text in the text box as SJIS (character encoding for the 
Japanese language).

SendUTF8: Sends the text in the text box as UTF-8 (universal character 
encoding).

Seperator: Specifies the size of the tabs in e.g. a list box or page control.

SessionName (Query/Database): Identifies the name of the session with which 
this data set is associated.

ShowAccelChar: Determines how an ampersand (&) in the label text is displayed. 
Set ShowAccelChar to True to allow the label to display an underlined 
accelerator key value. When ShowAccelChar is True, any character preceded by 
an ampersand appears underlined. If the FocusControl property is set, the 
windowed control specified by the FocusControl property receives input focus 
when the user types that underlined character. To display an ampersand when 
ShowAccelChar is True, use two ampersands (&&) to stand for the single 
ampersand that is displayed. Set ShowAccelChar to False to display the label 
text with all ampersands appearing as ampersands. When ShowAccelChar is 
False, the value of the FocusControl property is not used.

ShowHint: Determines whether the control displays a Help Hint when the mouse 
pointer rests momentarily on the control. 

ShowProximitySelector: Specifies if the control should show a Proximity 
selection button.

ShowSaveDialog: Determines whether Viz Content Pilot should show the save 
dialog when saving the template.

ShowTimeStamp: Indicates if the control will show timestamp.

SliderVisible: Specifies whether the slider should be visible or not.

SortByDate: Sort entries by date.

SortByName: Sort entries by name.

Sorted: Specifies whether the items in a list box or combo box are arranged 
alphabetically.

Source: Deprecated (no longer in use).

Spacing: Spacing determines the number of pixels between the image (specified 
in the Glyph property) and the text (specified in the Caption property). The 
default value is 4 pixels. 
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SQL (query): Contains the text of the SQL statement to execute for the query.

State: Indicates whether the check box is selected, deselected, or grayed.

StoreDefs (Table): Indicates whether the table's field and index definitions 
persist with the data module or form.

StoryActions: Click the ellipsis button to bring up and editor where you can 
select and order the edit boxes that should get the data we receive externally.

Stretch: Indicates whether the image should be changed so that it exactly fits 
the bounds of the image control.

Strings: List of strings.

Style: Determines the style of a list box or combo box.

TableDirect: Use TADOTable to access data in a single database table using 
ADO. TADOTable provides direct access to every record and field in an 
underlying database table. An ADO table component can also work with a 
subset of records within a database table using ranges and filters.

TableName: Use TableName to specify the base table in a database on which the 
ADO table component operates. Data is retrieved from and changes written to 
this base table. Before setting or changing the value of TableName, deactivate 
the ADO table component by calling its Close method or setting its Active 
property to false. At design-time, if a valid connection to a database can be 
established, the Object Inspector provides a drop-down list of names of 
available tables.

TableType (Table): Indicates the database table structure for the table that this 
component represents.

TabHeight: Specifies the size of the tabs in e.g. a list box or page control.

TabIndex: Specifies the order of the tabs in e.g. a list box or page control.

TabOrder: Indicates the position of the control in its parent's tab order. 
TabOrder is the order in which child windows are visited when the user presses 
the Tab key. The control with the TabOrder value of 0 is the control that has the 
focus when the form first appears.

TabPosition: Specifies the position of the tabs in e.g. a list box or page control.

TabStop: Determines if the user can tab to a control.

TabWidth: Specifies the size of the tabs in e.g. a list box or page control.

Tag: Stores an integer value as part of a component. Tag has no predefined 
meaning. The Tag property is provided for the convenience of developers. It can 
be used for storing an additional integer value or it can be typecast to any 32-
bit value such as a component reference or a pointer.

Text: Contains a text string associated with the control.

ThumbLength: Specifies the size of the slider. 

TickMarks: Specifies where the slider ticks are shown.
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TickStyle: Specifies how tick marks are placed on the track bar.

Title: Use Title to return or set the title caption for the dialog box.

Top: Specifies the Y coordinate of the top left corner of a control, relative to its 
parent or containing control in pixels. 

ToPage: The ToPage property corresponds to the To field in the Print dialog.

TransIsolation (Database): Specifies the transaction isolation level for 
transactions managed by the Borland Database Engine (BDE).

Transparent (Label): Specifies whether controls that sit below the label on a 
form can be seen through the label.

Transparent: Specifies whether the background of the image obscures objects 
below the image object.

TWImageInfComponent: Deprecated (no longer in use).

UHPathIsRelative: If true, then the path in UpdateHubPath is considered realtive 
to the current position in the UpdateHub tree. Otherwise, it is treated as an 
absoulte path.

UpdateHubPath: The path in the UpdateHub that control edits or displays.

UTF8Items: The items in the control represented as a list of UTF-8 strings.

UTF8Text: Defines the character encoding. UTF-8 is a variable-length character 
encoding for Unicode, representing any universal character in the Unicode 
standard, and contains virtually all characters in common use.

UniDirectional (Query): Determines whether or not Borland Database Engine 
(BDE) bidirectional cursors are enabled for a query’s result set.

UnixShare: Deprecated (no longer in use).

UpdateMode (DataSet/Query/Table): Determines how the Borland Database 
Engine (BDE) finds records when updating to an SQL database.

UpdateObject (DataSet/Query): Specifies the update object component used to 
update a read-only result set when cached updates are enabled.

UseDockManager: Use UseDockManager to get or set whether a docking 
manager is used in drag-and-dock operations.

UseUTF8UnicodeProperty: When the DirectStoryImporter reveices data and sets 
text into the various text boxes, this property determines if it will use the .text 
or the .utf8text property of the edit fields.

Value: Specifies the value.

VertScrollBar: Vertical scrollbar properties.

VertScrollBar. ParentColor: To have a control use the same color as its parent 
control, set ParentColor to true. If ParentColor is false, the control uses its own 
Color property.

VertScrollBar.Position: Indicates the current position of the scroll bar.
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VertScrollBar.Range: Determines how far the scrolling region of the associated 
control can move.

Visible: Determines whether the component appears onscreen.

VizDenyBrowseUp: Indicates if the user should be allowed to navigate up in the 
Viz Engine tree when selecting objects.

VizStartDir: Starting location in the Viz Engine pool.

VizText: Deprecated (no longer in use).

WantReturns: Determines whether the user can insert return characters into the 
text.

WantTabs: Determines whether the user can insert tab characters into the text.

Width: Specifies the horizontal size of the control or form in pixels.

WordWrap: Determines whether the edit control inserts soft carriage returns so 
text wraps at the right margin.

XValue: Value for X.

YValue: Value for Y.

ZValue: Value for Z.
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